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Who Should Read this Document
This document explains how to use SecureDoc on an individual computer and is intended for
either end users or administrators. It describes features available in all SecureDoc editions,
with edition-specific features clearly labelled. Note that some features may not be available in
some environments, or to some users.
This document assumes a basic working knowledge of Windows-based computer systems. It
explains only SecureDoc-specific procedures: you may also need to consult separate
documentation, such as that provided by a token manufacturer.
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Introduction to SecureDoc
About SecureDoc
SecureDoc stops unauthorized users from gaining access to confidential data on your notebook or desktop
computer or on your removable media (USB drive, CD, and/or DVD). Once SecureDoc is installed and set
up on your computer, you and other users must be authenticated (using password, hardware token/smart
card, biometric, or PKI) before even attempting to log on to Windows: this is called Pre-Boot
Authentication (PBA).
As a SecureDoc user, you have access to WinMagic's MagicSync product, which allows you to encrypt and
securely share files that are stored in a cloud storage provider. See the separate MagicSync online help.

About Boot Logon
Boot Logon is the SecureDoc mechanism that performs Pre-Boot Authentication. Whether or not you see
Boot Logon as well as your normal Windows logon depends on how SecureDoc has been configured. You
can choose the language used for Boot Logon: right-click on the SecureDoc icon in the system tray and
choose SecureDoc Language Selection, then choose the language to be used for the client interface,
Boot Logon, or both.

SecureDoc’s Encryption Features
In addition to allowing you to encrypt your fixed disk, you can use SecureDoc to encrypt:
• removable media (USB, CD, DVD), encrypted either automatically or manually, for
individual or shared use (see “Working with Removable Media” on page 55)
• individual files and folders locally, on a network, or on a USB device, using File and Folder
Encryption (see “Using SecureDoc File Encryption” on page 65)
SecureDoc performs full disk encryption for fixed and removable media. This provides the most secure
and comprehensive protection for data. However, file and folder encryption has a useful role to play in a
comprehensive strategy for data-at-rest encryption. It is effective in protecting data files in transit,
securing information sharing, and defending against internal threats.
By shielding data files in transit — file transfers, e-mail attachments, etc. — File and Folder Encryption
provides a strong complement to full disk encryption, particularly when the functions are integrated
under a single management scheme.

About the SecureDoc Interface
Launch the SecureDoc interface from Start > SecureDoc Control Center.
Note: After you install SecureDoc (see “Installing SecureDoc” on page 6) and until you
encrypt your fixed disk or install Boot Logon, the SecureDoc interface is automatically
launched each time you start your computer.
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You use the SecureDoc interface to encrypt your hard drive, specific folders, and removable media as
well as to perform encryption management tasks.
Before Boot Logon is installed, the interface has two modes: Getting Started and Advanced Mode.
• Getting Started (not available for Enterprise users) presents you with several different
wizards you can use to encrypt your fixed disk or prepare for encryption. This mode is only
available until you have installed Boot Logon or encrypted your fixed disk.
• Advanced Mode provides two modules: Key Manager (not available for Enterprise users)
and Control Center. These can be used for a variety of tasks including encrypting your
fixed disk (with more control than offered through the wizards) and removable media,
customizing SecureDoc for your purposes, controlling user access to the protected
computer, and so on. To access the Control Center you must have a key file.
Throughout the interface, you can return to the SecureDoc home page (either the page offering Getting
Started/Advanced Mode or the page offering Key Manager/Control Center) by clicking the "Home" bar of
the navigation pane on the left of a screen:

.

Use the navigation pane on the left of the screen to choose a function to perform. Click groups to
expand them, then click the function’s name. The corresponding data screen appears in the right pane.

Encryption Terms and Concepts
Using SecureDoc doesn’t require detailed knowledge about encryption and how it works. However, it is
useful to understand some basic terms and concepts.

Keys and Key Files
Like a physical key, an encryption key is used to lock and unlock secured information. Encryption keys
are stored in key files (you can think of them as the key ring that holds your keys). To access encrypted
media, you need to log on to the key file containing the key used to encrypt the media.

The key file identified during encryption of your fixed disk is your “default” key file.
A key file can contain multiple keys, and the same key can exist in multiple key files. For example, you
might want to share with other users the key used to encrypt removable media, but not the key used to
encrypt your fixed disk. If you have both keys in the same key file, you would create (or acquire) key
files for the other users and copy (import) the removable media key from your key file into the other
key files. Alternatively, you could have different key files for different purposes, logging onto each key
file as needed.
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More About Key Files
Key files have a .DBK extension (juser.dbk, sdadmin.dbk, etc.) and are protected by a password or
token.
You can store key files in a variety of locations, such as your computer’s hard disk, removable media, or
a token. As long as your removable media is kept in a secure location, storing key files on removable
media provides more security than storing them on the hard disk. With key files on removable media, a
hacker who has access to a computer does not have access to the keys used to encrypt it. Their only
option is to attack and break the encryption algorithm — a nearly impossible task.
Key files are, themselves, encrypted.
Key files can be further protected with a certificate or protection key stored on a token or smart card.

About the Encryption/Decryption Process
During encryption, data is read, encrypted, then written back on the same sector. Once this process is
complete, any data read is automatically and transparently decrypted, and any data written is
automatically and transparently encrypted.
Note: Initial encryption is called “conversion”.
Once a file is accessed, it is decrypted in memory. If this file is saved elsewhere other than the
encrypted area, it remains in plain text. For example, if you open a file on your encrypted hard drive
and save it to an unencrypted network folder, the network version is not encrypted.

Conversion Modes
By default, SecureDoc encrypts your hard disk in thorough mode. However, if you use the Control Center
to encrypt your hard disk, you may choose standard mode as an alternative.
Thorough mode:
• encrypts all sectors on the disk whether used by the file system or not
• takes more time than standard mode
• is the recommended approach (ensures encryption of sensitive data that may be stored in
unused sectors)
Standard mode:
• encrypts only the sectors in use on initial conversion, then encrypts all new data written to
the drive
• is faster than thorough mode
• is best used only for drives that have never contained sensitive information (previously
deleted sensitive data will not be encrypted with this mode)

CHAPTER 1
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Note: After encrypting a disk in standard mode you cannot undelete files that were
deleted before the disk was encrypted. The undelete feature remains intact if you use
thorough mode.

Password Rules
Password rules can be used to ensure that passwords are secure (for example, are made up of a mixture
of numbers and letters, are changed regularly). Password rules apply to a specific key file. You cannot
set or modify the password rules used by key files created with the wizards. For more about passwords,
see "Appendix A: Password Rules" on page 127.

Key File Privileges
Key files are associated with specific privileges that determine what the user of that key file can and
cannot do. Privileges fall into two basic categories: user and administrator (admin). SecureDoc features
are available only to someone who logged on to the computer using a key file that has administrator
privileges. Key files created through the Key File Wizard are admin key files.If your computer was
encrypted by someone else, you may have a user key file, which enables you to read and write to
encrypted disks, and change the password of your key file, but nothing else.
Note: Users who log in with a user key file can create new key files for their personal
use and have all administrator privileges for those key files. However, these key files
do not contain the key used to encrypt the hard disk and so can be used only for
removable media.
Administrator key files may contain the encryption keys for multiple users, such as those in a
department or division. This ensures that administrators, on behalf of the enterprise, can always access
data encrypted by users. This is an important safety precaution in case a user leaves the company
without decrypting information, or without leaving their encryption keys and passwords behind.

About Recovery Media
If anything happens to the computer’s master boot record (MBR), and the Boot Logon screen is missing,
the computer could be left inaccessible. To prevent this, before encryption you are prompted to create
recovery media that can restore the MBR so Boot Logon can be recovered.
Recovery media is specific to the individual computer: do not use recovery media unless you are sure it
was created on your computer.
Note: Because recovery media requires no password or token to access it, it presents
a large security risk. Keep recovery media in a secure location at all times.
Keep your recovery media updated, or you could encounter problems with restoring data. SecureDoc
prompts you to create recovery media every time the SecureDoc space is modified, such as when Boot
Logon is updated. You can create recovery media any time from the Control Center.
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Note: Special recovery media is needed for self-encrypting drives (SEDs) — see
“Recovery Media for Self Encrypting Drives (SEDs)” on page 48.

About Password Recovery
SecureDoc provides several mechanisms for allowing you to recover a lost password:
• A password hint can be defined for a key file and revealed at Boot Logon and when logging
on to Control Center.To use this feature, the key file must be created using Key Manager or
Control Center (with the password hint feature enabled).
• Self-help password recovery can be defined for a key file. This uses a series of questions
and answers gathered at encryption time or when a key file using self-help password is
being managed. If the password is forgotten, the user can answer the questions again and,
if successful, gain access to a protected computer.To use this feature, the key file must be
created using Key Manager or Control Center (with the self-help password recovery option
chosen and related password rules configured).

CHAPTER 1
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Backing up Your Data
Although damage to data almost never occurs (and if it does, SecureDoc has several
measures to recover it), you should back up your data before installing SecureDoc. When you
have successfully encrypted the disk containing that data, you can destroy the backup.
Making a backup ensures that if a problem arises with the encryption process, your data
remains safe. With regular software, if an installation does not work, you just remove it and
start over. With encryption software, problems encountered in the middle of the encryption
process can cause your information to be lost.
Note: Problems with the encryption process are rare. The SecureDoc design
team has concentrated considerable effort to ensure that SecureDoc is able to
continue the conversion process if interrupted, without data loss.

System Requirements
To see the operating system and hardware requirements for Windows, click here; for servers,
click here.

Compatibilities, Incompatibilities, and Warnings
Incompatibilities
Note: If SecureDoc is installed on a computer running dual boot with Windows
and Linux, encryption must be done through Windows, or the Linux partition will
not be accessible. See “Installation Instructions for Dual Boot Systems” on page
8.

Note: Dual boot systems do not currently support USB encryption.
Boot Logon may not be installed on some SCSI disks, so SecureDoc cannot encrypt these
disks.
Note: Running Windows Recovery after SecureDoc has been installed is not
supported.
SecureDoc does not support dynamic disks or software RAID configurations.
Vista/Windows 7
Windows Vista/Windows 7 users must completely reboot their computer following hard disk
encryption to avoid problems with the standby/sleep mode.
There is limited support for software encryption of external hard drives attached to PCs
running Vista/Windows 7.
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If using an SED, with the hard drive in ATA mode, a special driver is needed to provide
functionality for those drives (see Microsoft Support Knowledgebase articles 943170 and
950096).
OPAL/Seagate Drives on Vista
For users of OPAL/Seagate drives on Vista, you must install hotfixes KB943170 and KB950096
from Microsoft.
Compatibilities—Software
SecureDoc has been tested successfully on most JAZ and ZIP disks.
SecureDoc has been tested successfully with System Commander Version 4, as well as with
PowerQuest BootMagic.
Warnings
Do not install additional operating systems on an encrypted computer. Decrypt the computer
prior to installing an operating system.
For SEDs
On an SED device having multiple operating systems installed, if SecureDoc is installed on
one of the systems, the user cannot access or use SecureDoc Control Center from any of the
other installed operating systems.
For Users of Computrace Software
To ensure Computrace can work with SecureDoc, install the Computrace software first, then
proceed with installing SecureDoc. In order to uninstall Computrace, uninstall SecureDoc first
and only after that uninstall Computrace.

Security Assumptions
To meet its stated security goals (for a list of the security standards that SecureDoc meets,
see www.winmagic.com), the following is assumed to be true:
• SecureDoc is operating in an environment where passwords can be entered without being
observed by others or by visible or concealed video captured devices such as closed circuit
TV or video camera equipment or other devices that could be used to capture a user’s key
strokes at a distance.
• Those assigned administrative roles have undergone an appropriate background check or
have otherwise ensured that they will not misuse or subvert SecureDoc for improper
purposes. Sensitive information protected by SecureDoc should not require stronger
security countermeasures than software encryption based on the algorithms is able to
provide.

Accessibility
The v4 Boot Loader supports accessibility for physically challenged users.

Installation Instructions
If your computer uses an SED, see the instructions on "Installation Instructions for SEDs" on
page 8.
If your computer is a Linux and XP dual boot system, see the instructions on "Installation
Instructions for Dual Boot Systems" on page 8.
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If your computer is Vista or Windows 7, install Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 SP1 Redistributable
Package (x86) before proceeding.
1. Before you begin installation, be sure that you have:
• checked for Windows compatibility (see “System Requirements ” on page 6)
• reviewed the list of compatibilities and incompatibilities (see “Compatibilities,
Incompatibilities, and Warnings” on page 6)
• performed a backup of your data
• run a checkdisk and defragged your hard drive
2. If you plan to use a token to protect or store your key file, install the software that
accompanied the token.SecureDoc needs to communicate with that software to access
the token correctly.
Note: If you wish to protect your key file using an RSA key or
certificate, you must save these on the token prior to using
SecureDoc. This is done using the software that accompanied your
token: contact your token manufacturer for instructions.
3. Make sure no other Windows programs are running.
4. Insert the CD or download the installation file and run Setup.exe. Windows Vista and
Windows 7 users need to run the installation as an administrator.
5. Follow the instructions in the installation wizard. When installation is complete, reboot
your computer. The SecureDoc Interface appears (see “About the SecureDoc
Interface” on page 1).
Note: SecureDoc displays, in the system tray, icons that indicate encryption
status. Windows 7 users need to set the "Always show all icons and notifications
on the taskbar" option in order to see these icons.

Installation Instructions for SEDs
1. Insert the CD or download the installation file and run Setup.exe. Follow the
instructions in the installation wizard.
2. If the SED includes an FDE card, you cannot install SecureDoc, and the installation
process ends. You are directed to the appropriate WinMagic Knowledge Base article for
details.
If there is a user dCard issued for the SED where SecureDoc is being installed, you are notified that
use of such a card might influence SecureDoc functionality and is not recommended.You are
directed to the appropriate WinMagic Knowledge Base article for details.
If the installation process recognizes, on the SED where SecureDoc is being installed, secondary
software that might communicate with the hard disk, you are notified that use of such software
might influence SecureDoc functionality and is not recommended.

When installation is complete, reboot your computer. The SecureDoc Interface appears (see
“About the SecureDoc Interface” on page 1).

Installation Instructions for Dual Boot Systems
About the Installation Package
Installing SecureDoc in a dual boot Windows/Linux environment requires the SecureDoc
Windows installation package and the SecureDoc OSA installation package. The OSA package
acts as a translator that allows Linux to read cryptographic text. The OSA file connects with
the Windows Key file that turns the encrypted text into plain text.

CHAPTER 2
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Installing on a Dual Boot System
To be able to access both operating systems with a fully encrypted hard drive and to have all
SecureDoc features set in the Windows environment apply to the Linux environment as well,
follow all of the steps below, in order.
1. After the machine has been successfully configured with the dual boot (XP and Linux)
environment, log in to the Linux OS and install the RPM SecureDoc Package available
from WinMagic (following the instructions in the SecureDoc Linux User manual).
2. Install the Kernel Module (following the instructions in the SecureDoc Linux User
manual).
3. Reboot and verify the Kernel Module installation.
4. Reboot and log in to the Windows OS and install SecureDoc by running Setup.exe
from the CD or download location.
5. Follow the instructions in the installation wizard and, when installation is complete,
reboot your computer and finalize the setup.
6. Perform full disk encryption.
7. Once complete, you should be able to reboot into Linux, which is also encrypted.

Uninstalling from a Dual Boot System
Before removing the RPM package, you must return the hard drive to its plain-text
(decrypted) state. If this is not done, the Linux partition will become inaccessible, since Linux
will no longer be able to connect with the Windows key file. Follow the steps below:
1. Decrypt the hard disk in Windows and uninstall SecureDoc.
2. Reboot into Linux and uninstall following the instructions in the SecureDoc Linux User
manual.

Limitations
CD/DVD encryption does not apply to the Linux operating system. However, USB flash drives
that are encrypted from Windows can be read by Linux. All Secure Doc functions and features
apply to the Windows operating system, without limitations.

Integrating SecureDoc with Your Own Token DLL
If you want to use your own tokens (that is, other than those currently supported by
WinMagic, as listed on www.winmagic.com), follow these instructions. Note that such tokens
cannot be used at boot time without further changes to SecureDoc by WinMagic. You need to
use a password-protected key file for Boot Logon.
The first step is to set up your DLL to be used in the Windows environment:
1. Open the registry editor for your computer (run Regedit).
2. Open the registry folder HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software.
3. Scroll to the Winmagic folder and select it.
4. In the right panel of the registry editor, double-click the SmartCardDll key.
5. In the Edit String screen, enter the name of your PKCS11.dll and click OK.
6. Close the Registry Editor.
You can now use the token for a token-based key file. However, for the token type, choose
Customized token - no boot support. This creates the token information based on your own
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DLL. Remember, such a key file cannot log on to Boot Logon, so it should only be used for
partitions or removable media.
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Encrypting Your Computer’s Fixed Disk
Choosing How to Encrypt
SecureDoc offers a variety of ways you can choose to encrypt your bootable fixed disk. Your
choice of method depends on how much control you want to have over the process.
Note: You do not have to encrypt your fixed disk; you can use SecureDoc to
encrypt removable media, or for File and Folder Encryption, only.
Any method you choose will require a key file containing the AES key to be used to encrypt the
fixed disk. The wizards either create a key file for you or allow you to create a key file: that
key file will use the default password rules (no password hint, no expiry, no requirement to
change password), will not expire, and will not use self-help password recovery. For full
control over key file features, you need to first create a key file using the Control Center or
Key Manager (see “Creating Key Files with Key Manager or Control Center” on page 22), then
use that key file during encryption.

Using the Quick Wizard
Use the Quick Wizard (see "Encrypting Using the Quick Wizard" on page 11) if you simply want
to quickly encrypt your hard disk and are not using a token. You will be prompted to create a
single key file (which will contain a single AES key that will be used to encrypt your computer)
and recovery media.

Using the Advanced Wizard
Use the Advanced Wizard (see "Encrypting Using the Advanced Wizard" on page 12) if you
want your key file protected by a token, want your key file stored on a token, or want to
choose encryption options (the mode and key to be used). You can use an existing key file or
create a new one using this wizard.

Using the Control Center
Use the Control Center’s Encryption Management function to perform the same functions as
the Advanced Wizard. You will first need to use the Key Manager to create a key file (see
“Creating Key Files with Key Manager or Control Center” on page 22) and log on to that key
file.

Encrypting Using the Quick Wizard
1. From the SecureDoc home screen, click Getting Started, then Quick Wizard.
2. The wizard opens, showing an explanation of its purpose. Click Next. You are prompted
to create a key file.
3. Click
and enter a key file name, optionally browsing to a different location.
4. Enter a UserID and password (in both the Password and Re-Enter Password fields) to
be used for accessing the encrypted computer. The UserID is a maximum of 64
characters, and (by default) not case-sensitive. You will use this information to log on
to Boot Logon.
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Note: You can click Password Rules to view or change the password rules in
effect for the password, including enabling the password hint.

Note: A key will be automatically created for you and placed in the key file you
have created.
5. Click Next. You are prompted for a destination for recovery media (see “About
Recovery Media” on page 4).
6. Click Browse and browse to the location where the recovery media should be stored.
To ensure that recovery media is available when needed, store it on removable media
such as a USB key or portable hard drive, or on a network location.
7. Click Next, then Finish . You are prompted to confirm, and then initial encryption
begins. See “During Encryption” on page 14.

Encrypting Using the Advanced Wizard
1. From the SecureDoc home screen, click Getting Started, then Advanced Wizard.
2. The wizard opens, showing an explanation of its purpose. Click Next.
3. If you have an existing key file that you want to use for encrypting your hard disk, click
Use existing key file. You will be prompted to open and log on to the key file.
Skip to “Steps for Completion” on page 13.
If you want to create a key file, leave the default Create new key file option
selected, and click Next.
4. Choose whether you want to configure a hardware token for use in authentication.
(Token software must be installed and the token configured to work with SecureDoc.)
If you choose Yes, follow the instructions below.
If you choose No, follow the instructions in “Steps Without Hardware Token” on page
12.
Steps for Hardware Token
1. Choose the token type and slot. Choose from the available methods for protection (see
"Appendix B: Protection Methods" on page 129).
Note: Password fields and option appear once a token is selected. You can click
Password Rules to view or change the password rules in effect for the
password, including enabling the password hint.
2. Enter the token password and choose whether or not you want a user password used in
addition to the token password to gain access to the encrypted computer.
3. Click Login Token , then click Next. The Object Label field appears.
4. From the Object Label list, choose the key from the token that you want to use for
encryption. Click Next and follow the “Steps for Completion” on page 13.
Steps Without Hardware Token
1. Enter the keyfile name in the default path, or click
and browse to the location where
you want to create your key file, entering a key file name.
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2. Enter a UserID and password (in both the Password and Re-Enter Password fields) to
be used for accessing the encrypted computer. The UserID is a maximum of 64
characters, and (by default) not case-sensitive. You will use this information to log on
to Boot Logon.
Note: You can click Password Rules to view or change the password rules in
effect for the password, including enabling the password hint.
3. Click Next. If you chose to create a new key file, you are prompted to add a key to that
key file.
4. Enter a key name in the New Key Name field and click Add.
Note: You can choose to add several different keys to the same key file and
then use different keys for different purposes.
5. Click Next and follow the steps below.
Steps for Completion
1. You are prompted to choose which drive(s) are to be encrypted, using which mode (see
“Conversion Modes” on page 3) and which keys. By default, all hard drives (but not
removable media) are selected for encryption.
Clearing the drive checkboxes results in Boot Logon being installed, but no encryption
is performed.
2. Click Next.
3. Click Browse and browse to the location where the recovery media (see “About
Recovery Media” on page 4) should be stored. To ensure that recovery media is
available when needed, store it on removable media such as a USB key or portable
hard drive, or on a network location.
4. Click Next. If your recovery files destination is on your hard drive, you see a warning
that files in that location cannot be used for recovery purposes and that you must copy
recovery files to removable media as soon as possible.
5. Click Finish . If you chose to encrypt the bootable disk, initial encryption begins (see
“During Encryption” on page 14). Otherwise, Boot Logon is installed. In both cases,
your computer is rebooted.

Encrypting Using the Control Centre
1. Create a key file (see “Creating Key Files ” on page 21) and use it to log on to Control
Center.
2. Install Boot Logon (see “Using SecureDoc” on page 20).
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3. In Control Center, click Drive Encryption , then Encryption Management.

4. Click on the box for your computer, choose the Encrypt operation, choose a Conversion
Mode (see “Conversion Modes” on page 3), and choose the key to be used for
encryption.
Note: If the fixed disk is already encrypted, you can re-encrypt it. This does
not encrypt it twice — the disk is decrypted first, then re-encrypted with the
selected key. The key file being used must have both the key used for the initial
encryption and the key used for the current encryption.
To prevent recovery data from being created during the encryption process, check No
Recovery. This speeds up the encryption process and is useful if you need to quickly encrypt
a new disk. DO NOT select this option if the disk contains critical data.
5. Click Start. Encryption begins (see “During Encryption” on page 14).

During Encryption
During encryption, a progress indicator is displayed:
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You can continue to work with your computer as normal during encryption.
If the encryption process is interrupted for some reason, when you restart your computer you
see a message informing you that the encryption/decryption process was interrupted, and
prompting you to resume the process. Initial encryption can take from minutes to hours,
depending on the size of the hard disk and the speed of your computer. Normally, 28 to 40 GB
can be encrypted per hour. The boot disk’s encrypted status is recorded in the Windows
registry and theSDLog.txt file.

After Encryption
Once encryption is complete, you are prompted to restart (Vista users must reboot, turning
their computer on and off again). When you restart, you see Boot Logon (see “Accessing an
SD-Protected Computer” on page 16).
Once you have logged in to Boot Logon, you are prompted to log on to Windows as normal.
WinMagic recommends you copy the key file protecting your hard disk to removable media
and store it in a safe location. If you need to use the copied key file, you can enter the path to
the removable media at the Boot Logon screen.
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C.4
Accessing an SD-Protected Computer
Using Boot Logon
Depending on your configuration, you may or may not see SecureDoc’s PreBoot Authentication screen,
Boot Logon, before you log on to Windows. If you are using Auto Login to Windows (see “Simplifying Login”
on page 39), you will have to log on to Windows only once: for all subsequent times, after you
authenticate to Boot Logon, your Windows environment launches.
You can use Boot Logon to:
• log on to an encrypted device
• perform administrative tasks
• recover a forgotten password (see "Recovering from a Lost Password" on page 46)
• change your password ("Changing a Key File Password" on page 46)

Logging On
If desired, choose the language of the SecureDoc interface from the list.
Enter the user ID you specified when you created the key file and password for the key file containing
the key used to protect the computer and press ENTER or click Login. Note that the userID is by default
not case sensitive (you can change that: see “Making Usernames Case-Sensitive” on page 39). If you have
only one keyfile, you can press ENTER in the UserID field instead of entering a name.
If the key needed to access the protected computer is stored on removable media, or in a different key
file, enter the full path to the key file’s location (removable media will need to be inserted) as well as
the key file name/username. If you protected your key file with a token or Smart Card, or if the key file
is stored on a token, you are prompted to insert the token or Smart Card.
Note: The key file(user ID) name must be in DOS format (“8.3”). If your key file is on
a USB drive, be sure that the device is detected in DOS.
If login is successful, your computer continues to load Windows.
If you enter an inaccurate password, you may see a password hint. If you forgot your password, click
Forgot Password? and follow the appropriate password recovery steps.

Note: The
icon indicates your connection status to the network (a red dot indicates
you are not connected, a green dot indicates a connection exists).

Accessing Administrative Functions
Press F3 to show additional functions:
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• Configuration (use to modify boot configuration; most of these settings should be changed
only in consultation with WinMagic Technical Support, or to uninstall SecureDoc - see
"Removing SecureDoc From Your System" on page 53)
• Save Log (use to save information related to login attempts for troubleshooting purposes)
• Information (use to see details about your Network Interface Controller)
Note: By default, your SecureDoc account will be locked after 15 failed login
attempts. Another user can login to your locked computer, but you will need
administrative help to unlock it for your use. You can set the number of failed logins
allowed. See “Changing Maximum Number of Failed Logins” on page 41.

Identifying Your Keyboard (Tablets Only)
Click

to choose a different keyboard.

Note: You can also change the keyboard layout in the Control Center (see "Using Specialized Devices" on
page 33).

Using the V4 Boot Logon
SecureDoc includes two Boot Logon versions. If Boot Logon fails, reboot and press the “a” key while the
computer boots up. That will invoke the V4 version of Boot Logon instead.
To avoid having to manually invoke the V4 version in the future, you can set SecureDoc to use the V4
version of Boot Logon all the time: see “Choosing V5 or V4 Loader” on page 40.

Entering a Temporary Password (Single Sign-on and Password Synchronization)
If your ActiveDirectory administrator has changed your password and provided you with a temporary
one, you will need to re-establish the password synchronization between Windows and SecureDoc.
If you reboot your machine after receiving a temporary password:
1. You will see the SecureDoc login again.
2. Enter your original key file password: the login will fail.
3. Enter it again: you will see the Windows Login (including the Use cached Credentials
option, to be used if the computer is temporarily not on the network, for Vista/Win 7).
4. Enter your temporary password and, when prompted, enter a new password.
5. When you reboot again, you will be able to access Windows without specifying a password.
If you simply lock after receiving a temporary password:
1. Enter your temporary password in the Windows Login: the login will fail and the computer will
lock.
2. Switch users.
3. The SecureDoc Login screen appears, as it did when you first booted an encrypted computer.
4. Enter your original key file password: the login will fail.
5. Enter it again: you will see the Windows Login and can proceed as normal.
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Enabling Smartcard and Password Authentication at Pre-boot (PIN only login)
This option comes very handy in a scenario where users perform pre-boot login using their smartcards,
especially the smartcards that have very long User ID. It is difficult for users to remember and key in
these long User IDs at pre-boot logon screen.
Using the Smartcard + password authentication; User ID is derived from Smartcard use in Windows option
in SES Console allows the users to log in at pre-boot just by entering their password (no need to enter
their User ID / User Name anymore).
Note: When the SmartCard + password authentication; User ID is derived
from SmartCard use in Windows option is selected in SES Console, the “Enable
enhanced smartcard authentication” option in SecureDoc Control Center (SDCC) is
automatically enabled. Alternatively, the smartcard users can manually enable this
option in SecureDoc Control Center.
1. Open SecureDoc Control Center.
2. Click Boot Control ->Advanced Settings tab on the left navigation menu. The Boot Logon
Configuration screen appears.

3. Select the Enable enhanced smartcard authentication option.
4. Click Apply.

Enabling Intel Enterprise Digital Fence
SecureDoc supports Intel Digital Fence technology that puts a "digital fence" around the company or
employee's home. This new functionality allows the SES administrators to unlock the Self-Encrypting
Drives (SEDs) when Digital Fence option is enabled in SES console.

CHAPTER 4
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This new option works with the devices that are equipped with the Intel Digital Fence technology. If
Digital Fence functionality is not enabled, on a device, SecureDoc will not allow that device to go into
the sleep mode, but force it to hibernate and authenticate at pre-boot logon.
Note: When the Allow Sleep when Intel Enterprise Digital Fence option is
selected in SES Console, the Allow Sleep when Intel Enterprise Digital Fence is enabled
option in SecureDoc Control Center (SDCC) is automatically enabled. Users can
manually enable /disable this option on the client devices.
1. Open SecureDoc Control Center.
2. Click Options ->Advanced Settings tab on the left navigation menu. The Advanced Options
screen appears.

3. Select the Allow Sleep when Intel Enterprise Digital Fence is enabled option.
4. Click Apply.
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Choosing a Language
You can choose the language used for the SecureDoc interface: right-click on the SecureDoc icon in the
system tray and choose SecureDoc Language Selection, then choose the language to be used for the
client interface, Boot Logon, or both.

Installing Boot Logon Without Encrypting
If you plan to use SecureDoc just for encrypting removable media, you still need to install Boot Logon.
This is not necessary if you are just planning to use File and Folder Encryption. Note that none of the
wizards will be available once you have installed Boot Logon.
You can install Boot Logon using one of the following methods.

Installing Boot Logon with the Quick Wizard
Follow the instructions in “Encrypting Using the Quick Wizard” on page 11 and, when prompted to confirm
encryption, click No. The computer reboots and Boot Logon prompts you for the password for the key
file identified in the wizard.

Installing Boot Logon with the Advanced Wizard
Follow the instructions in “Encrypting Using the Advanced Wizard” on page 12 and, on the screen where you
choose encryption options, select No Encryption. The computer reboots and Boot Logon prompts you
for the password for the key file identified in the wizard.

Installing Boot Logon Using the Control Center
Note: Control Center requires you to already have a key file before you can access it.
You can create a key file using the Key Manager: see “Creating Key Files with Key Manager or
Control Center” on page 22.
1. In Control Center, click Boot Control, then Install/Uninstall Boot Logon.Select the
fixed disk on which you want to install Boot Logon.
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2. Click Install.
3. Your computer will reboot after installation and you will be prompted for the key file/password
you are currently logged on to, but no encryption will take place.

Creating Key Files
About Key File Creation
You can create key files in a variety of ways in SecureDoc. For quick key creation, use the Key File
Wizard: the key file created, however, will not expire, and will not use self-help password recovery. For
more control over the results and options, create a key file using the Control Center or Key Manager.
Regardless of the method chosen to create the key file, it can be managed through either the Control
Center or Key Manager.

Creating Key Files with Key File Wizard
This wizard is available only before Boot Logon is installed.
1. From the SecureDoc home screen, click Getting Started, then Key File Wizard. The
wizard opens, showing an explanation of its purpose.
2. Click Next. You are prompted to choose hardware or token configuration. Depending on your
choice, follow the instructions in “Steps for Hardware Token” on page 12 or “Steps Without Hardware
Token” on page 12. When you click Next, you are prompted to create the key file.
Note: You can click Password Rules to view or change the password rules in effect
for the password, including enabling the password hint.
3. Click
name.
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4. Enter a User ID and password (in both the Password and Re-Enter Password fields) to
be used for accessing the key file. The User ID is a maximum of 64 characters, and, by default,
not case-sensitive.
5. Click Next. You are prompted to add a key to the key file.
6. Enter a key name in the New Key Name field and click Add.
Note: You can choose to create several different keys in the same key file.
7. Click Next, then Finish. The key file is created and you can choose to navigate back to the list
of wizards (click Wizards Dashboard) or back to the start page (click Return to Home).

Creating Key Files with Key Manager or Control Center
Key Manager is available any time. Control Center requires you to already have a key file before you can
access it.
1. In Key Manager or Control Center, click Key Management, then Create key file.
2. Choose whether to create a password-based or token-based key file.

3. To set the password rules for this key file, click Password Rules. (For more about password
rules, see "Appendix A: Password Rules" on page 127.)

Token-Based Key Files
1. If you choose Token-based, you are prompted for token information. Choose the token type
slot and slot. Choose from the available methods for protection (see "Appendix B: Protection
Methods" on page 129).
Note: Password fields and options appear once a token is selected.
2. Enter the token password and choose whether or not you want a user password used in addition to
the token password to gain access to the encrypted computer.
3. Click Login Token, then click Next. The Object Label field appears.
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4. From the Object Label list, choose the key from the token that you want to use for
encryption. Click Next and follow the steps as for password-based key files in “Password-Based
Key Files” on page 23.

Password-Based Key Files
1. If you choose Password-based, when you click Next you are prompted to enter the key file
details.

2. Click
name.

and browse to the location where you want to create your key file, entering a key file

3. Enter a User ID and password (in both the Password and Re-Enter Password fields) to
be used for accessing the key file. The User ID is a maximum of 64 characters, and not, by
default, case-sensitive. The password should be a strong password that satisfies the password
rules you established earlier.
4. If your password rules included enabling the password hint, enter a Hint that you can display if
you forget your password. Be sure the hint does not contain enough information for an
illegitimate user to guess your password. Click Password Rules and make sure that Disable
password hint is cleared.
5. To have the key file expire by a certain date, check the Key File Expires On option and
choose the expiry date and the number of days prior to that date that a warning will appear when
that key file is used.
6. To use self-help password recovery for a forgotten password, first click Password Rules
again and choose how many questions should be answered and the minimum total length of the
answers. Then check the Use self-help password recovery option: you are prompted to
acknowledge the need to enter self-help answers. Click OK and answer the appropriate number of
questions.
7. Click Next.
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8. You are prompted to choose whether the key file should have user or administrator rights, and
the specific rights for the key file.
Privilege

Key File Allows

Modify Password

Use of SecureDoc to change the key file password. User
key files have only this privilege.

Modify Key

Use of Key Manager to generate, delete, and import keys
and to make key file backups. Automatically enables the
Export and View Key privilege.

Export and View
Key

Use of Key Manager to work with encryption keys, copy a
key file to a floppy disk, and to export keys to other key
files. Automatically enables the Modify Key privilege.

View Transaction
Log

Viewing of the SecureDoc audit log (see “Viewing the Audit
Log” on page 51).

Modify Profile

Use of Control Center to set up disk access profiles which
control or monitor read/write access to both encrypted
and non-encrypted disks. See “Controlling Access to Computer
Disks” on page 34. Automatically enables the Select Profile
privilege.

Select Profile

Application of disk access profile. See “Controlling Access to
Computer Disks” on page 34. Automatically enables the
Modify Profile privilege.

Convert
Removable Media

Ability to decrypt/encrypt removable media.
See“Working with Removable Media” on page 55. Users
must also be granted “administrative” rights in Windows.

Enables administrative user to use the Control Center to
Convert Hard Disk decrypt/encrypt hard disks. Users must also be granted
“administrative” rights in Windows. Automatically
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Privilege

Disk Integrity
Check

Key File Allows
Continued use of SecureDoc if the disk integrity check
fails, The Disk integrity check process checks the
computer’s boot files to make sure they have not been
tampered with, or corrupted, on boot-up.

Use of the Control Center to create an emergency disk
Create Emergency
(recovery media) to restore the Master Boot Record. See
Disk
“Creating Recovery Media” on page 48.
9. Make your selections and click Next.

10. Add keys to the key file:
• To create a key and add it to the key file, enter a key name in the New Key Name
field and click Add.
• To import a key from another key file, click Import.
Click
and browse to the location of the key file containing the key you want to
import, enter the Password and click Login. A list of keys in that key file appears.
Select the key(s) to be imported and click Import Keys. The selected key(s) are
added to the key file’s list.
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Note: If Boot Logon has not yet been installed, you need to log
out of Control Center and log in again to see the added key.
11. Click Next, then Finish. A prompt tells you the key file was created.

Managing Key Files
You can manage key files from either Key Manager or Control Center. Management of password-based
and token-based key files differs.

Managing Key Files
1. In Key Manager or Control Center, click Key Management, then Key file Management.
2. To manage a password-based key file, click the
key file you want to manage, and click Login.
To manage a token-based key files, click the
teh Password, and click Login.
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3. Choose from the following actions:
• To add keys to the key file, click Key Management and follow the procedures in
“Adding Keys to An Existing Key File” on page 29).
• To change the key file’s password, click Change Password or Change Token
Password and follow the steps as in “Changing a Key File Password” on page 46.
• To change the key file’s self-help recovery answers, click Change Self-Help
Answers and follow the steps in “Changing Your Self-Help Answers ” on page 47.
• To create backup key file, click Create Backup key file and follow the steps in see
“Creating Backup Key File” on page 30.
• To view (but not change) password rules, click Password Rules. See “Appendix A:
Password Rules” on page 127 for more details.

Managing Key Files on a Token
1. In Key Manager or Control Center, click Key Management, then Token key file
Management.
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2. Choose the appropriate token type and slot, enter the Password, and click Login. A list of the
key files on that token appear.
3. To add a key file, click Add.
To remove a key file, click Remove.
To export a key file, click Export.

Managing Other Key Files
Use this function if you have multiple key files on your computer, and want to control what slot they
belong in.
1. In Control Center, click Key Management, then Additional Key files.
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2. To remove a key file from its current slot, select it and click Logout.
To add a key file to a slot, select the slot, navigate to the Key file, enter the password, then
click Login.

Adding Keys to An Existing Key File
You can either create new keys for an existing key file, or import keys from another key file.
1. In Key Manager or Control Center, click Key Management, then Key file Management.
2. Locate and log on to the key file you want to manage, and click Login.
3. Click Key Management. A new screen appears, showing the keys currently in the key file.
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• To create a key and add it to the key file, enter a key name in the Key Name field
and click Generate.
• To remove a key from the key file, select it and click Delete.
Note: Deleting a key that is used to access encrypted media will
make that media inaccessible.
• To import a key from another key file, click Import.
Click
and browse to the location of the key file containing the key you want to
import, enter the Password and click Login.
A list of keys in that key file appears.
Select the key(s) to be imported and click Import Keys. The selected key(s) are
added to the key file’s list.

Creating Backup Key File
A backup key file can be used if you forget your password or make an error when changing your
password. The backup contains your encryption keys and requires no password or token to gain access,
so it must be kept safe and secure at all times.
1. In Key Manager or Control Center, click Key Management, then Key file Management.
2. Locate and log on to the key file you want to manage, and click Login.
3. Click Create Backup key file. A new screen appears.
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4. Enter the password for the key file again.
5. Choose a location and file name (by default, the file is called Securdoc.dkb).
6. Click OK.
Note that a backup key file is not the same thing as a copy: a copy requires the key file password to
access.

Managing Users
Use this function to add users (accounts and key files) to your computer and to the Control Center
features, change their password or self-help answers, or lock the key files so they cannot access the
computer.
In the Control Center, click Boot Control, then User Management.
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Changing a User’s Key File Password
You can change the password of the key file of any user: select it in the User Management screen and
click Change Password, then follow the instructions in “Changing a Key File Password” on page 46.

Changing a User’s Self-Help Password Recovery Answers
You can change the self-help password recovery answers, if any, for any user:, select it in the User
Management screen and click Change Self-Help Answers, then follow the instructions in
“Changing Your Self-Help Answers ” on page 47.

Adding Users to This Computer
1. To add a user (existing key file), in the User Management screen, click Add User.
2. Click

and navigate to the user’s key file. Optionally, click Get User Information.

3. Click Add.

Deleting Users From This Computer
1. To remove a user (existing key file), select it in the User Management screen and click Delete
User.
2. User information appears: to confirm the deletion, click Delete. Note that the key file itself is
not deleted.
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Preventing Users from Accessing This Computer
You may want to lock certain users out from having access to this computer, even if they still have valid
keys (for instance, if someone has left the company). Use this function to create a list of users to be
locked out. These users, at boot time, see a message that tells them they cannot log on.You can create
the list of users to lock out, but the list does not take effect unless you choose to enable it in this screen.
You cannot add the key file you are logged in with to the “locked” list.
To lock out a user:
1. In the User Management screen, click Lock User. The lock user screen appears, with the lock
list enabled and the name of the selected user in the first field.
2. To add the user to the locked list, click Lock. If a user name does not appear in the first field,
you can type it in the field, then click Lock.
If necessary, click OK and select another user, clicking Lock to display the lock user screen
again and clicking Lock to add the selected user to the list.
3. To have the list take effect, be sure that Enable Locked Users List is checked when you
click OK.

Exporting A User’s Key File
This function creates a copy of a user’s key file.
1. In the User Management screen, select the user (key file) you want to export, then click Export
key file.
2. You are prompted to choose the destination for the exported file.

Using Specialized Devices
Specialized Keyboards
Use this function if you have an atypical keyboard layout.
1. In the Control Center, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. Click the Keyboard Layout tab.
3. If appropriate, check Non-standard keyboard and choose what layout to map it to.
4. To automatically retrieve the Windows keyboard layout while installing Boot Logon, check
Automatically get....
5. To use a foreign keyboard, check Foreign keyboard support.
Note: You can also choose a different keyboard at preboot (see "Using Boot Logon" on
page 16).

Tablet PC
Use this function if your computer is a Tablet computer, and you want to use the Tablet’s on-screen
keyboard for SecureDoc functions. You must also use the V4 bootloader: see "Choosing V5 or V4 Loader"
on page 40.
1. In the Control Center, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. Click the Tablet PC tab.
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3. From the Tablet PC support list, choose the appropriate manufacturer. If your manufacturer
and model are not listed, the on-screen keyboard may not be supported (this means that, if you
do not have a physical keyboard, you cannot use SecureDoc).
4. Click Apply.

PCMCIA Reader
If Boot Logon has problems locating a PCMCIA reader in a laptop, it may be an addressing problem. You
may need to change the PCMCIA I/O address on their laptop to the default address D0000000 to help
SecureDoc detect it. You then need to do the following:
1. In the Control Center, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. Click the General Settings tab.
3. Check Change PCMCIA I/O Address if zero.
4. Click Apply.

Controlling Access to Computer Disks
About Disk Access Control
You can lock or monitor different functions performed on the different disks (both encrypted and not
encrypted) on your computer. You can monitor, but not lock, your boot disk, using one or all of the
following control options.
Setting

Description

Lock

Lock means to restrict access in specific ways. You cannot lock
the first (boot) drive or the system drive of the disk where
SecureDoc resides. You should not lock disks to which Windows
and other applications may need to write. For removable media,
“lock” means limiting the ability to work with the removable
media: if the media is not locked, the user can encrypt,
continued interrupted conversion, and decrypt the media
(potentially exposing sensitive data). When you lock media, you
can choose the specific restriction.

Monitor

Monitor means to notify the user when someone tries to access
the drive. A warning message that the file is being accessed pops
up immediately to any user currently logged in and to the user
who triggered the monitored event.

Log Write
Access

Log Write Access means to track writing to media in a log file.
The log file is called wr.log and resides in the UserData folder
of SecureDoc. It contains the date the data was written and to
which file, the sector modified, and the name of the logged on
user.

Disk access control can be used, for example, to:
• block all write access to a USB drive, thereby preventing data from leaving the device or
preventing data being written to it while on the Internet
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• block read/write access to a USB drive, thereby preventing others from loading software
onto the machine.
This function protects against accidents rather than malicious attacks. If a disk is not encrypted,
restricting access to it is not enough — a user could still boot from removable media and bypass the
restriction altogether.

Setting up Disk Access Control
Disk Access Control is defined as a profile. SecureDoc comes with a default profile which does not apply
any disk access controls.
To modify the default profile:
1. From the Control Center, click Tools, then Disk Access Control.
2. On the Profile Options tab, click Edit.
3. Follow the instructions as for a new profile.
To create a profile:
1. From the Control Center, click Tools, then Disk Access Control.
2. On the Profile Options tab, click Create New Profile.

3. Enter a name for the profile.
4. On the appropriate row, click one or more control option(s) to be applied. For example, click in
the Monitor column of the removable media row to monitor access to removable media.
Note: For users of BlackArmor devices, do not lock those
devices.
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If you chose Lock, choose a restriction from the Restrictions drop-down list in the appropriate row.
The effect of a condition is shown in the following table:
Restriction

Access to Non-Encrypted
Disks

Access to
Encrypted Disks

Read Only, unless
Encrypted

read only

full

No Access, unless
Encrypted

none

full

Read Only Access

read only

read only

No Access

none

none

Note: Locking write access to an NTFS file system drive will lock
both reading and writing, since even opening a document on an
NTFS drive will write information to the drive.
5. Click Create.
6. To activate the profile, on the Current Profile tab, click Select a Different Profile, then
choose it from the list.

Controlling Use of USB Devices on Computer
You can choose to block all but specific authorized USB devices from being used with your computer.
This feature is required for USB storage devices attached to ports: if you enable Port Control, such
devices are locked by default until they are authorized through Port Control.
Note: If you are using a token-based key file and want to use the Port Control feature,
you must add your token to the list of authorized devices.
1. From the Control Center, click Tools, then Port Control.
2. Click Install (necessary only the first time you use this feature). You are prompted to reboot.
3. After rebooting, return to the Port Control screen and click Manage. A new screen appears.
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4. If necessary, click Enable Port Control.
5. Click Add.
6. You are prompted to choose an authorization method.
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If you choose this
authorization...

When you click Next you need to...

device class

Choose a class of devices (e.g. modems).
Note that if you then also authorize specific
devices, those devices must be of an
authorized class in order to be accessible.

device model

Choose from the list of currently and/or
previously connected devices to authorize.
Authorization is based on the device’s vendor
ID and product ID. Note that more than one
device could have the same IDs as the one
you are intending to authorize.

specific device

Choose from the list of currently and/or
previously connected devices to authorize.
Authorization is based on the device’s vendor
ID, product ID, and serial number. This
uniquely identifies the device.

7. Each authorized item is listed on the Port Control screen. You can remove an authorized device if
necessary: select it and click Remove.
8. When Port Control has been configured to your satisfaction, click Apply.
You can disable and/or uninstall Port Control if necessary.

Trust Control
If using Disk Access Control, you can prevent the use of all but specific SEDs on your computer.
1. From the Control Center, click Tools, then Trust Control.
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2. To load the default list, click Load Default List. The list is populated with information
provided by WinMagic. You can add to this list, remove an item from the list, or clear the entire
list.
To add a specific item, click Add. You are prompted to either enter the device details or trust a
device model.

3. If you select Enter device details to trust, when you click Next you are prompted to
enter identifying information about the device.
If you select Trust a device model, when you click Next you see a list of the device
models currently connected to your computer. Select a model and click Add Selected
Device Model.

Simplifying Login
Synchronizing Passwords
You can choose to synchronize your Windows and SecureDoc key file passwords, so that changes made to
either password are automatically made to the other one.
1. In the Control Center, click Options, then General.
2. Check Synchronize SecureDoc with Windows password.
3. Optionally, also check Synchronize with matching windows Accounts only to have password
synchronization done only if the name of your Windows account is the same as your SecureDoc
account name (name of the key file you use to access your encrypted computer).
4. Click OK.

Customizing Boot Logon
Making Usernames Case-Sensitive
By default, the username you enter at Boot Logon is not case-sensitive. If you want to make it case
sensitive:
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1. In the Control Centre, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. On the General Settings tab, choose User ID is case sensitive.
3. Click Apply. The next time you reboot, the username will require you to enter it considering the
case.

Choosing V5 or V4 Loader
SecureDoc includes two Boot Logon versions. By default, SecureDoc is configured to use the V5 loader
and, if it fails, use the V4 loader as fallback. If you consistently find the V4 version is needed for your
computer (this is rare), you can set SecureDoc to use the older (V4) version of Boot Logon all the time.
1. In the Control Centre, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. On the General Settings tab, choose Use V4 Boot Loader only.
3. Click Apply. The next time you reboot, the V4 Boot Logon will be used.
This function is also available from the Boot Logon Configuration screen: at Boot Logon, press F3, click
Configuration, then set Switch back to PBA to "Yes".
Note: You can also use this feature to force use of V5 boot loader exclusively or to use
the V4 boot loader and V5 as an upgrade (before Boot Logon loads, press "a" to switch
to the V4 loader).

Using UEFI Driver Hook
This option permits the SD Client Administrators to enable / disable the driver binding for UEFI devices.
By leaving this option disabled, SecureDoc’s own logic will be used to manage such devices, which will
work better for devices that do not have full implementations of Driver Binding.
By enabling this option, the assumption is that the devices receiving this profile will have full
implementations of Driver Binding for UEFI. UEFI driver binding is special protocol, providing functions
for starting and stopping drivers, as well as a function for determining whether a given driver can
manage a particular controller.
Note: By default, the UEFI driver hook is not enabled.
1. In the Control Centre, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. On the General Settings tab, select the Use UEFI driver hook checkbox.

Masking Key Input
By default, the user name entered at Boot Logon and answers to any self-help password recovery
questions are shown in plain text, while the password is shown in asterisks. You can choose to have all
user input to Boot Logon masked.
1. In the Control Centre, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. On the General Settings tab, choose Mask key file input.
3. Click Apply. The next time you reboot, the masking will be used.
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Boot Text and Color
Boot text and color options control the way Boot Logon appears. These options enable you to customize
Boot Logon to reflect your personal preferences.
If you plan to use a customized background, the graphic file needs to meet these requirements:
• 24 bit bitmap (.bmp) format
• 1024 x 768 pixels
• when zipped (SecureDoc zips the file for you), no larger than 0.5MB (you will be warned if
your file exceeds this size)
Only computers with a high resolution monitor (the most common type) will display the customized logo
— other monitors will shown the default Boot Logon display.
1. In the navigation pane, click Boot Control, then Boot Text and Color.

2. Choose a text color. The results are previewed.
3. Optionally, click Import Customized Background and browse to the location of a graphic
file to use as the background for the Boot Logon screen. (See file requirements above.) Check
Update boot-screen background image when updating Boot Logon: the new
background will appear at the next Boot Logon.

Changing Maximum Number of Failed Logins
By default, SecureDoc sets a maximum of 15 failed logins (to Boot Logon). After that maximum number
is reached, the key file is automatically locked, regardless of its permissions. An administrator key or
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password recovery needs to be used to unlock the device. Any time a successful login of another key file
takes place, the locked key file will be unlocked and the count begins again. If you want to change the
default number:
1. From the Control Center, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. Change the value of Maximum number of failed logins.
3. Click OK.

Use of Token
If your key file is on a token, you can have Boot Logon look on the token, rather than the hard disk.
Optionally, you can have Boot Logon remember the key file on the token last used.
1. From the Control Center, click Options, then General.
2. Check Default to use “Key file Token” at boot logon.
3. Optionally, check If using “Key file Token” option, remember key file to be
used next time.
4. Click OK.

Converting a Key File to TPM Protection
1. From the Control Center, click Options, then General.
2. Check the Use TPM chip, if available option.
3. Reboot your computer and log in as usual to Boot Logon.
4. When you log on to Windows, you will see a message indicating your key file has been
successfully converted to TPM protection.
5. From now on, when you access Boot Logon, you will see an indication that it is accessing TPM.

Hiding SecureDoc Icon from System Tray
1. From the Control Center, click Options, then Advanced Options.
2. Check the SecureDoc icon will not appear in system tray option.

Controlling Number of Users of Boot Logon
Use this function to change the maximum number of users of Boot Logon on this machine
1. In the navigation pane, click Boot Control, then Install/Uninstall Boot Logon, then the
Update tab.
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2. Choose the number of users (key files) you want to have access to this computer.
3. Click Update. You are prompted to update your recovery media: insert the media used
originally during encryption (it will be overwritten with updated information).

Updating Boot Logon
Use this function to change the maximum number of users of Boot Logon on this machine.
1. From the Control Center, click Boot Control, then Install/Uninstall Boot Logon, then
the Update tab.
2. Choose the number of users (key files) you want to have access to this computer.
3. Click Update. You are prompted to update your recovery media: insert the media used
originally during encryption (it will be overwritten with updated information).

Credential Provider Options
Options in the Credential Provider tab affect the way Boot Logon functions on all Vista/Windows
7/Windows 8 client devices that are controlled by the settings encapsulated within the device profile.
To access the Credential Provider Options screen, open the SecureDoc Control Center, select Options tab
on the left menu, then click Credential provider.
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Setting Credential Provider Options
The following table describes the options:

Options

Description

Automatically log in to Windows with
credentials entered at boot logon

Check to have Windows login information
stored so that logging into boot logon
automatically logs users into Windows as
well (single sign-on).
Set the amount of time to wait before
timing out automatic login.

Automatically log in to Windows will time
out after x mins (Optional)

Automatically login to windows will time
out after x mins.

Windows users can single sign-on with
Smart Card or Token

This functionality allows you to permit
and manage Single Sign-on (SSO) when
using Smart-Cards or Tokens. Having
authenticated with a Smart Card or
Token, the user's underlying credentials
will be accessed and utilized to complete
the single sign-on process, transitioning
the user into the Windows desktop
directly without requiring further
authentication.

Use SecureDoc Logon credentials to log
into Windows

Only users having SecureDoc credentials
may login at Windows login

Lock computer when token is removed
(token-based keyfiles)

Check to ensure that only users with
SecureDoc credentials can access the
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system. – check to have SecureDoc
screen lock take effect whenever the
token is removed and to require users to
insert their token to dismiss screen lock.
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Windows 8 Refresh/ Reset will have different behaviors with SecureDoc.
l
l
l

Refresh in Windows - Encrypted refresh, machine is still encrypted.
Reset in Windows - Encrypted Reset. Machine is still encrypted after reset.
Reset to Plain Text - This can be done by pressing F11 at PBU, and clicking yes on the
following page. At this point the machine will remove PBU.
l
It will load Windows Recovery > WinRE > User can reset to plain text

Recovering from a Lost Password
If you set up your key file for password recovery, when you click Forgot Password? you may see one or
two new buttons offering ways to recover the password.

Self-Help Password Recovery
1. Click Self-Help Answer.
2. Answer the correct answers to the questions that appear, using the answers you used when you
created the key file.
Note: The text you type may be visible, or may appear as
asterisks, depending on the option setting (see “Masking Key Input” on
page 40).
3. Click Login. The answers are compared to those you gave at installation or changed since then
(see “Changing Your Self-Help Answers ” on page 47). If you answered any of the questions
incorrectly, you are returned to the screen to try again. If you successfully answered all of the
questions, Windows starts up as normal. You are immediately required to assign a new password
and password hint.

Using Rescue and Recovery (Lenovo Devices)
If you use this utility to create a custom disk image that includes a service partition, that service
partition must be at least twice as large as the required contents to allow Rescue and Recovery to back
up the partition. If there is not enough space available in the service partition, the Rescue and Recovery
backup process will warn you that the available disk space is insufficient for the backup. If this happens,
accept the warning: all partitions will be successfully backed up, except the service partition.

Changing a Key File Password
This function applies only to key files to which you are logged on.
1. In the Control Center, click General, then Start Page, then
Logon has been installed).
or

(available only when Boot
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In the Control Center, click Boot Control, then User Management, select a user and click
Change Password.
The Change Key file Password screen appears.
or
From Boot Logon, check Change Password.
2. Enter your Old Password to the current key file, then enter and confirm the New
Password.
3. If the key file was created using password rules that allow a password hint, enter or change a
Password Hint that can help you recall a password.
To view the password rules in effect for your key file, click Password Rules.
4. Click OK.

Changing Your Self-Help Answers
This function is available only to key files set up for self-help answers, and to which you are logged on.
1. In Control Center, click General, then Start Page.
or
In the Control Center, click Boot Control, then User Management, select a user with a
key file that has self-help answers in it and click Change Self-Help Answers.
2. Click
. The Self Help screen appears, showing only the questions to which an answer was
originally given.
3. Click in any row to enter a new answer. Note that whether or not those answers appear in plain
text depends on the option setting (see “Masking Key Input” on page 40).

4. Enter the UserID and password for the key file.
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5. The answers you gave at installation are displayed. Click in the answer field and enter a new
answer. Keep in mind that answers are case-sensitive: when recovering your password, you will
need to enter answers exactly as entered here.
6. Click OK.

Working with Recovery Media
Creating Recovery Media
1. In Control Center, click General, then Start Page, then
(available only once Boot
Logon has been installed).
or
In Control Centre, click Drive Encryption, then Create Recovery Media.
2. You are prompted to specify the path where the recovery media will be created.

Using Recovery Media
WinMagic has never experienced a case when recovery media was needed (probably because hard disks
are very reliable and SecureDoc does not let applications overwrite its information). However, we have
experienced improper use of recovery media, such as using outdated media or media created for another
computer, in which case the boot disk is no longer accessible. We strongly recommend you contact
WinMagic Technical Support before using the emergency disk.
To use recovery media, insert it and change your BIOS settings to boot from the USB.
Note: It is vital that the recovery media used in this procedure was created for the
specific machine on which this procedure will be performed.

Recovery Media for Self Encrypting Drives (SEDs)
Note: For SED users only.
You must have the Create Emergency Disk privilege to perform the following function.
To export:
1. In Control Center, click Boot Control, then Import/Export FDE Recovery Info, then
the Export tab.
2. Browse to the location where the recovery information is to be stored and enter/confirm the
password. You will need the password to import the key file, which contains the files
HWEkeyfile.dbk and SDHWE.enc.
To import:
1. In Control Center, click Boot Control, then Import/Export FDE Recovery Info, then
the Import tab.
2. Browse to the location where the recovery information is stored and enter the password.
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Working with Crypto-Erase
About Crypto-Erase
Note: Crypto-erasing a device removes the encryption keys from it, rendering it
inaccessible.

Setting up Crypto-Erase
1. In Control Center, click Boot Control, then Advanced Settings.
2. On the Crypto-erase Settings tab, check Enable Pre-Boot Crypto-erase keystroke
sequences.

3. Specify the three key strokes to be used for this purpose. Supported keys are Function keys (F1,
F2, etc.), alone or in conjunction with the Shift, Ctrl, or Alt key. For example, the sequence
could be SHIFT+F1, CTRL+F2 and F3.
4. To allow time to cancel the Crypto-erase function, enter the number of seconds of delay before
the Crypto-erase will be carried out. During this time, if the sequence is re-entered, the Cryptoerase is cancelled.
5. Click Apply.

Crypto-Erasing Your Computer
At pre-boot or after Windows has started, you can Crypto-erase your computer by pressing the defined
key sequence. This takes effect immediately. If done at pre-boot, login will be denied. If done after
Windows has started, Windows will crash as soon as the sequence is entered. Depending on your settings,
you may be able to cancel the Crypto-erase.
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Crypto-Erasing a SED
1. In Control Center, click Drive Encryption, then Encryption Management.
2. Select the box representing the SED you plan to crypto-erase.
3. Click Crypto-Erase.

Diagnostics
The “Diagnostics” screen in SecureDoc Control Center provides a regular (non-admin) user with the
ability to enable detailed logging in the SecureDoc Client environment. This will normally only be
needed when requested by WinMagic SecureDoc technical support, to provide detailed log information
for analysis. Once enabled, because of the additional load that detailed logging places on the computer,
this feature is designed to disable itself automatically after 48 hours, on the assumption that two days of
detailed log information should normally provide adequate additonal information to aid in
troubleshooting.

Enabling Debug Logs
1. Open SD Control Center.
2. Select the General tab on the left menu.
3. Select the Diagnostics tab. The Diagnostics screen appears.
4. Select the Enable debug log checkbox.
5. Click OK.
Note: A reboot will be needed to make the change effective when
you turn on/off this checkbox.
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Collecting Support Information and Logs
There may be occasions where, when seeking assistance from WinMagic Technical Support, a support
member may request detailed device-level logs to aid in trouble-shooting issues on a given device.
SecureDoc offers an easy way to aggregate these logs, after which they can be sent to WinMagic
Technical Support.
There exists a batch file named collectClientSupportInfo.bat in folder C:\Program
Files\WinMagic\SecureDoc-NT\Support. This file allows the end-users (upon SES Administrator request) to
collect automatically aggregated device-level detail logs. These logs may be required by WinMagic
Support to troubleshoot issues on that device.

To collect support information and logs:
1. Go to C:\Program Files\WinMagic\SecureDoc-NT\Support.
2. Right-click on the collectClientSupportInfo.bat file.
3. Select Run as administrator. A file called <name>_wmSupportFile.zip file is created at
desktop. The <name> is a placeholder for the name of the current user, so this will be replaced
with e.g. johndoe_wmSupportFile.zip

Viewing the Audit Log
The audit log records actions done in the Control Center, including logging in, installation, and
encryption tasks.
1. In the Control Center, click General, then Audit Log.
2. View the log. You can sort the information by clicking on the column heading.
3. To export the audit log’s contents, click Export Audit File and choose the location of the
exported log.

Viewing Encryption Status
Use this function to get a quick view of all the drives (fixed and removable) you have access to, their
encryption status, and whether or not they have Boot Logon installed. You may also be able to use this
function to encrypt or decrypt a fixed drive or removable media, or to re-encrypt a fixed disk.
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Encrypting a fixed disk that is already encrypted does not encrypt the disk twice, but decrypts it and
then re-encrypts it with the new key.
In the navigation pane, click Drive Encryption, then Encryption Management. You see a new
screen, with a box for each drive (fixed or removable media) on your computer.

The list of drives available for you to encrypt or decrypt uses the following conventions:
• encrypted disks have an “e”, and the name of the key used to encrypt them following their
name
• hard disks are named HD1, HD2, and so on
• partitions are identified by their drive letter (C:, D:, and so on)
Note: If you do not see a piece of removable media after you have inserted it, click
the refresh button
.
If you check "No Recovery", then no recovery data is created during the encryption process. This speeds
up the encryption process. This option is useful if you need to quickly encrypt a new disk.
Do not select this option if the disk contains critical data.
Use this option with caution - make sure the conversion is not interrupted (attach a power supply
if necessary).

Decrypting / Encrypting ALL Disks
This feature allows the users with Administrator rights to decrypt/encrypt all the device’s disks in a
single process.
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To decrypt/encrypt ALL discs:
1. Open SD Control Center.
2. Select the Encryption Management tab.
3. Select the Decrypt All / Encrypt All button located at the bottom right of the window. A
confirmation message, "All disks have been set for decryption. SecureDoc Control Center will
now terminate", will appear.
4. Click OK.

Deleting Temporary Files (PH1/PH2)
This option allows users to delete the temporary files (PH1/PH2) that are generated during encryption
process. If the encryption process is disrupted for any reason (e.g. computer shutdown), these PH1/PH2
files will be stored in the respective disks / USBs and may prevent them from being encrypted.
To delete the temporary files, click the Remove PH1/PH2 button located in the Encryption
Management screen.

Getting More Information about SecureDoc Control Centre
To view the version and other details, in the Control Center, click General, then About.
To view online help, in the Control Center, click General, then Help.

Removing SecureDoc From Your System
Note: User-created files, including key files, and the SecureDoc folder will not be
deleted automatically by these processes.
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To completely remove SecureDoc from your computer:
1. Decrypt all encrypted drives.
2. Uninstall Boot Logon:
in the Control Center, click Boot Control, then Install/Uninstall Boot Logon, then the
Uninstall tab
or
from Boot logon, press F3, click Configuration, then click Uninstall.
3. Uninstall SecureDoc using the Windows Control Panel.
4. Delete the default folder for SecureDoc Disk Encryption, e.g. C:\Program
Files\WinMagic\SecureDoc-NT.
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About Encrypting/Decrypting Removable Media
You can choose to encrypt removable media either using full disk encryption (all contents of the media
will be encrypted) or container encryption (only the files and folders you place in a container on the
removable media will be encrypted).
You can protect removable media either with a password or a key.
If you use a key, the key used to encrypt removable media may be any of the following:
• the key used to encrypt your hard disk (recommended only if the removable media will
either not be shared, or will be shared only with users who you also allow access to your
hard disk)
• a specific key you select and may have shared with others (by creating their own key file
and importing the key into it)
You can allow access to removable media in any of the following ways:
• only to individuals who have the encryption key used to encrypt it and who can login to the
key file holding that key
• only to individuals who know the appropriate password
• only to individuals who have access to the certificate you specified at encryption time
• only to individuals with either access to the certificate or who know the appropriate
password
Other individuals will need either SecureDoc or the free WinMagic MediaViewer application (along with
access to the necessary key or password) to view encrypted removable media.

Setting Removable Media Options
1. On the Control Center, click Options, then Media Encryption.
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2. To automatically encrypt removable media with the key you are logged on to when the media is
inserted, check the Automatically encrypt... option. This option is required for container
encryption.
3. Choose the type of encryption you want to use (note that "FFE" encryption is not available). If
you choose Container-based, specify the percentage of available free space on the
removable media that the container is to use. Note that even with a setting of 100%, there will
be space available for the media viewer that allows the encrypted media to be accessed on a
machine without SecureDoc installed.
4. To enable the removable media audit log, check Enable RME audit log. The log is stored
locally as USBLogTxt.txt under the SecureDoc installation folder.
5. To be able to override these settings for individual pieces of media, check Allow user to
change the default media encryption settings. Optionally, check Encrypted
media can be accessed with a password: you can override this setting on the Media
Encryption Settings screen (see “Configuring Removable Media Encryption Settings” on page 57) if
necessary.
6. To enable encryption of CDs/DVDs, check Enable CD/DVD encryption and Allow user
to change the default CD/DVD encryption settings. Optionally, check Encrypted
CD/DVD can be accessed with a password: you can override this setting on the Media
Encryption Settings screen (see “Configuring Removable Media Encryption Settings” on page 57) if
necessary.
7. Click OK.
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Configuring Removable Media Encryption Settings
Use this function to control encryption of specific removable media and/or CD/DVD. This function is
available only once you have enabled it (see “Setting Removable Media Options” on page 55) and provides a
way of temporarily overriding the general removable media settings.
Log on to Control Center with the key file containing the key to be used for removable media.

Removable Media Encryption Settings
1. In the Control Center, click Drive Encryption, then Media Encryption Settings. You
see a new screen.

2. Click the Removable Media Encryption Settings tab.
3. Choose how you want users to be able to handle encrypted removable media created on this
machine:
• To have encrypted removable media available only to those who are logged in to a
device with SecureDoc installed on it, and who have access to the key used to
encrypt the removable media, clear the Encrypted media can be accessed with
a password option.
• To have encrypted removable media available to anyone who is logged in to a device
with SecureDoc or SecureDoc MediaViewer installed on it, and who knows the
password, check the Encrypted media can be accessed with a password
option (you are prompted for the password when encrypting media). You will need to
share this password with other users but those users do not need the encryption key
itself.
4. Choose the key and mode to be used to encrypt removable media (it is advisable not to use the
key that is used to encrypt your bootable disk) for these purposes.
5. Click Apply.
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CD/DVD Encryption Settings
Use this function to define the key to be used to encrypt CDs/DVDs. Encryption occurs automatically
whenever CDs/DVDs are burned. This option is available only if CD/DVD encryption is enabled (see
“Setting Removable Media Options” on page 55).
1. In the Control Center, click Drive Encryption, then Media Encryption Settings.
2. Click the CD/DVD Settings tab.

3. Choose a key to be used for the encryption (it is advisable not to use the key that is used to
encrypt your bootable disk).
4. Choose how you want to be able to access encrypted CD/DVDs created on this machine:
• To have encrypted CDs/DVDs available only to those who are logged in to a device
with SecureDoc installed on it, and who have access to the key used to encrypt the
removable media, clear the Encrypted CD/DVD can be accessed with a
password option.
• To have encrypted CDs/DVDs usable to anyone using a SecureDoc-encrypted device
and who has the appropriate password, check the Encrypted CD/DVD can be
accessed with a password option and enter a password. For security reasons, the
CD/DVD password will be erased when the computer is rebooted. Every time you
turn on your computer and burn a CD/DVD, you need to enter the password again (or
a new password). You may will need to share this password with other users.
5. Click Apply.

Working with Removable Media (FDE)
If Automatic Encryption is Enabled
If automatic encryption is enabled, when you insert removable media you will be prompted depending
on how this function has been set up. You may be:
• able to remove the media before encryption occurs
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• prompted to enter the password for the key used to encrypt the media
• prompted to enter a password that will allow the encrypted media to be accessed on a
machine without SecureDoc
If removable media is not set to encrypt automatically, you can encrypt or decrypt it from either the
Control Center or Windows Explorer.
CD/DVDs will be encrypted at the same time they are burned.

Working with Removable Media (FDE) Using Control Center
1. Insert the removable media into your computer.
2. Log on to the Control Center using a key file containing the key you want to use to encrypt the
removable media.
3. In the Control Center, click Drive Encryption, then Encryption Management.
4. Select the box for the removable media.
5. Choose the Encrypt Operation.
6. Choose a Conversion Mode mode (see “Conversion Modes” on page 3).
7. Choose the Encryption Key to be used (one of the keys in the key file to which you are logged
in).
Note: If encryption of the removable media is interrupted, and the media is accessible
via password, the password will not be applied, although it can use the Encryption
Management feature of the Control Center to apply a password to the encrypted media
later.

Working with Removable Media (FDE) From Windows Explorer
1. Using Windows Explorer, navigate to the removable media you want to encrypt, right-click on it
and choose Encrypt Media.
2. You are prompted to choose whether to encrypt the removable media with a password (you will
be prompted for the password before encryption), a certificate, both, or neither.

3. You are prompted to confirm the encryption request.
4. What happens next depends on the choices made:
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• If you chose neither password or certificate protection, encryption begins
immediately.
• If you chose to protect the removable media with a password, you are prompted to
choose the password.

Note: To see the password rules in effect for this password, click
Password Rules.
• If you chose to protect the removable media with a certificate, you are prompted to
choose the certificate from those stored on your machine: choose the appropriate
Certificate Store to display the certificates in that store, then add them to the
Recipients list.

5. If encryption is interrupted, the password (if used) may not be assigned. If this happens, when
encryption is complete you can use the Encryption Management feature of the Control Center to
apply a password to the encrypted media.
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Decrypting Removable Media
Do one of the following:
• In Windows Explorer, right-click on the encrypted removable media and choose Decrypt
Media. You are prompted to confirm (Windows 32 only).
• In the Control Center Encryption Management screen, select the removable media’s box
and choose the Decrypt Operation.
Note: In order to improve user experience when needing to
decrypt media, SecureDoc uses the "fast decryption" option,
which in this case means that all sectors that contain data will be
decrypted back into Clear-text, but any sectors that are marked
as not containing data will remain encrypted (since those sectors
are considered to not contain data). This will substantially shorten
the time required to decrypt sparsely used media by not requiring
the decryption of sectors that do not contain "live" data.

Accessing Encrypted Removable Media
You must have SecureDoc or the free WinMagic MediaViewer application installed to work with
encrypted removable media.
When you insert the encrypted removable media in your computer, you may be prompted for the
password of the key used to encrypt it. If the encryption was done using PKI and you have the
appropriate public certificate, you will not be prompted for a password.

Working with Removable Media Container Encryption
If Automatic Encryption is Enabled
If automatic encryption for container is enabled, when you insert removable media you will be prompted
for a password that will allow access to the container from a machine that does not have SD. If a key has
not already been associated with the container, you will also be prompted to choose a key.

Creating the Container
When removable media container encryption is enabled, the first time you insert removable media in
your computer you will be prompted to create a container.
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1. Enter a password (used to access the contents of the container from a computer that does not
have SecureDoc installed). Note that the password you set must follow password rules.
2. Choose a key (used to access the contents of the container from a computer that has SecureDoc
installed).
3. Click OK.
4. Encryption of the container begins (a progress bar is shown).
5. The container is automatically mounted and shown as a separate drive in Windows Explorer.

Mounting and Unmounting Container
Right-click on a container and choose Un-mount. The container is closed and only the unencrypted
portion of the USB is listed in Windows Explorer.
To mount it again, right-click and choose Mount encrypted container.

Decrypting Contents of Container
Move or copy files out of the container.
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Accessing Container Contents
On a computer with SecureDoc installed, simply insert the USB key. If you are not logged on to a key file
containing the key used to encrypt the container, you are prompted for that key.
On a computer without SecureDoc installed on it, locate and run the RMCE Viewer.exe (this was
automatically created on the unencrypted portion of the USB when the container was created). The
container contents are shown in the viewer window.

• To add a file to the container, click Add.
• To open a file, select it and click Open. Any changes you make to the file are saved back
to the encrypted container.
• To decrypt a file, select it and click Decrypt to, then choose the destination for the
decrypted file.

Removing a Container
Note: Be sure to back up any data from the encrypted container that you want to
retain. Once you remove an encrypted container, all data in that container is lost and
cannot be recovered.
1. Browse the removable media to locate the folder _$SDCE. If you cannot see it, set your folder
options to show hidden files, folders, and drives.
2. Delete the folder. All data in the container will be lost.
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Viewing the Removable Media Log
If the RME audit log is enabled, this log file tracks removable media functions for removable media
under full disk encryption, container encryption, and/or for removable media under file and folder
encryption.
The log shows the user who performed the operation, the operation type (create/delete/write/rename),
and other useful information.
To view the log, open the USBLogTxt.txt file, located in the SecureDoc installation folder.
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Overview
SecureDoc File Encryption is installed along with SecureDoc, and can be used whether or not your
computer has its hard disk encrypted and whether or not Boot Logon has been installed. You will need a
key file, however.
This feature can be used to protect folders on the local disk, using any encryption key on the computer.
Once a folder is protected, all users who could normally see the folder can see what files it contains, but
to do anything with the folder or its contents, users need both:
• access rights in Windows to the folder
• to be logged in to a key file containing the key used to encrypt the folder.

Key Components
SecureDoc Folder Encryption Manager
For information on how to use SecureDoc Folder Encryption, refer to the Using File and Folder Encryption
section in the SES Client User Manual.

SFE Global Application Access Lists
The SFE Global Application Access Lists enables the SecureDoc client device users to view and control the
applications that access the encrypted files in a SecureDoc File Encryption folder. The client device users
can allow or deny access to these applications.
The SFE Global Application Access Lists consists of two lists:
• White List: - Applications in this list can decrypt the files and display their contents in
clear text within SecureDoc File Encryption folder(s). These applications will be able to
open, read, write, move, or delete files with no restrictions.
• Gray List: - The unwanted applications (e.g. malwares, antivirus, background
applications, etc.) can be put into the Gray List in order to keep the sensitive files stored in
the SFE folder safe and secure. The “Gray List” applications cannot decrypt the files. Thus,
the contents cannot be viewed in clear text.
Note: By default, the SDPin.exce, SDServices.exce, and SfeManager.exe applications
are pre-configured in the Global Application Access Lists and they are not visible in the
Global Application Access Lists User Interface (UI) for the SecureDoc client users.
However, SES Administrators can move these applications in and out of the lists.
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Many applications (e.g. svchost.exe, SearchProtocolHost.exe) may be trying to access the files in the
background. Each time an application accesses a file and if this application is not in both the lists, a
pop-up “An application wants to access an encrypted file” appears (only if the Config SFE option in SES
Console is enabled) asking you to determine whether that application should be put in the White List or
Gray List.
For example, if “Dropbox” application is added to the Gray List, the files are synchronized to the cloud
in encrypted form. If these files are accessed using the Dropbox application, then the contents of those
files will not be decrypted. Thus, data will always remain encrypted and secure. Similarly, if a Microsoft
program (e.g. Word) is added to the White List and when these files are accessed using Microsoft Word
application, then the contents of these files will be decrypted. The files can be edited, moved or
deleted.

Persistent Encryption
This feature helps retain the encrypted files/folders are always encrypted even when they are
transferred to other locations and/or media.
Limitations for Persistent Encryption
• Users must have administrator privileges to run executable (.exe) files from SFE folders.
• If Explorer.exe and Dllhost.exe is in the Gray List, the Send to Compressed File option
will not work for SFE.
• If dllHost.exe is in the Gray List, users will not be able to view image files using Windows
Phot Viewer, as Windows Photo Viewer uses dllhost.exe for processing.
• If dllhost.exe is in the Gray List, the "Send to Compressed (zipped) File" option in the
Windows Explorer context menu will not work for SecureDoc File Encryption (SFE).
• Google Drive and One Drive root folders (e.g. C:\Users\<user name>\Google Drive;
C:\Users\<user name>\One Drive) cannot be encrypted.
• The video, audio, and executable files added to the encrypted Google Drive older cannot be
encrypted. Only text-related files are encrypted in this folder.
• On Windows 8 and 10 Operating Systems, if explorer.exe is included in the Gray List, the
Windows Metro Apps will not be able to open files in the SecureDoc File Encryption (SFE)
folder.
• On Windows 8 and 10 Operating Systems (OS), the pre-existing files on Google Drive will
not be encrypted on the cloud after adding the Google Drive Folder to the White List using
SecureDoc File Encryption (SFE).

SecureDoc File Encryption Rules
The following general rules apply to SecureDoc File Encryption:
• Encrypting a folder encrypts everything currently in that folder.
• Anything moved, copied to, or created in an encrypted folder is encrypted automatically.
• If a child folder of an encrypted parent is copied or moved to a parent folder encrypted
with another key, the child folder becomes encrypted by that parent’s key.
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• An encrypted folder or file copied or moved to an unencrypted location becomes
decrypted. However, if the persistent encryption is activated, the encrypted file or folder
remains in encrypted form.
Note: The above rules do not apply if the movement is within the same partition. If a
file or folder is moved from one part of a partition to another part of the same
partition, the file’s encryption status will not change.

Enabling SecureDoc File Encryption
Note: Users must have administrator privileges.
To enable the SecureDoc File encryption option, perform the following steps:
1. In the Control Center navigation pane, click Tools, then SecureDoc File Encryption. The
SFE Settings screen appears.

Select the desired option(s):
• Enable SecureDoc File Encryption: When this option is selected, the
SecureDoc File Encryption option will be available in SecureDoc menu located
in the Windows task bar.
• Collect Applications list that access encrypted files: This option is
selected automatically when the Enable SecureDoc File Encryption option is
selected. When this option is selected all applications accessing SFE files (even
when Persistent Encryption is NOT enabled) will be saved and known by
SecureDoc File Encryption:
i. When Persistent Encryption mode is ENABLED, and user interaction
mode is DISABLED, the applications will be automatically added to the
GRAY list.
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ii. When Persistent Encryption mode is ENABLED, and user interaction
mode is ENABLED, applications will be added to the White or the Gray
List based on users decision. In the non-persistent encryption mode,
applications will be automatically added to the WHITE list.

Note: If the Collect Applications list that access encrypted
files option is unselected, then no applications are saved and
known by SecureDoc File Encryption. This does mean that if
the Persistent Encryption along with the user interaction mode
is enabled, the SFE agent will pop up every time a new
instance of an unlisted application tries to access the encrypted
files.
• Allow users managing application list that access encrypted files:
This option allows the SecureDoc client device users to view and control the
applications that access the encrypted files in a SecureDoc File Encryption
folder. When this option is selected, the Application Access Lists option will be
available in SecureDoc menu located in the Windows task bar.

• Active Persistent Encryption: This option retains the files/folders always
encrypted even when they are transferred to other locations and/or media. For
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example, if Explorer.exe is in the Gray List, all files moved out of the SFE
folder will remain encrypted. If the backup program is in the Gray List then
when files are copied to the backup destination they will remain encrypted
(e.g. Dropbox).
• Users interactively decide on access type for unlisted applications
accessing encrypted files: This option allows the SD client device users to
choose how SFE should treat an application further by putting it into a certain
list, i.e., White List or Gray List.
• Allow users to decrypt and encrypt files using the Windows context
menu: This option allows the client device users to decrypt and/or encrypt
files locally. When this option is selected, the Encrypt (or Decrypt) with
SFE Utility option will be available in Windows context menu.

2. Click Apply.
3. Reboot your computer.

Encrypting Folders
1. Right-click on the SecureDoc icon in the Windows task bar and choose Folder Management.
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The SecureDoc Folder Encryption Manager window appears. A list of folders that are
currently protected is shown.

2. Click

and navigate to the folder you want to encrypt, choosing the key to be used.

3. Enter the folder path in the Folder Path field or click on the navigation button to select the
folder that you want to encrypt.
4. Select the encryption key.
5. If desired, define the password by clicking the Set password button.
6. Click the Encrypt Folder button.
7. The encrypted folder will be listed in the SecureDoc File Encryption Manager.
8. To have the change take effect, reboot.
Note: The SecureDoc Folder Encryption screen shows the status of the folder
encryption: encrypted, encrypting, or “unknown” (reboot has not been done).
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Decrypting Folders
Before you remove encryption from a folder, it is advisable to move the files in it to a new, unencrypted
folder. To remove encryption from the folder, select it and click

, then reboot.

Managing SFE Global Application Access Lists
1. Make sure the SecureDoc File Encryption and the Allow users managing Application list that
access encrypted files options are enabled in SES console.
2. If desired, select the Persistent encryption options.
3. Log into SecureDoc Control Center.
4. Right-click on the SecureDoc icon in the Windows taskbar and choose SecureDoc File
Encryption.

5. Click the Application Access Lists option. The SFE Global Application Access Lists window
appears.
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6. If required, modify the SFE application access lists by removing and/or adding the applications
from the White List to the Gray List and vice versa.
7. Click Save Changes.
8. Click Close.

Managing Files in the SecureDoc File Encrypted Folder(s)
When a file (e.g. Notepad) is saved in a SecureDoc File Encrypted (SFE) folder, there may be three
scenarios, depending on the options selected:
Scenario 1
If only the managing application lists option is selected, then the application that is being used to save
this file is automatically added to the White List. When this file is open, the content will appear in clear
text.

Scenario 2
If the managing application lists option is selected in conjunction with persistent encryption and the
user interactive mode, then a message, An application wants to access an encrypted file, appears:
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1. Choose how you would treat this application by putting it into a certain list, i.e., Gray List or
White List. The application will added in the chosen list and displayed in the SFE Global
Application Access Lists window (In this example, Notepad application is added to the White
List and the other two apps are added to the Gray List):

If the application is in the Gray List, then the content of this file cannot be decrypted
and/or viewed in the plain text.
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If the application is in the White List, then the content of this file can be decrypted and
viewed in the plain text.

When this file is moved to other destinations, then this file remains encrypted and the
content cannot be viewed in the clear text.

Scenario 3
If the managing application lists option is selected in conjunction with persistent
encryption and without user interactive mode, then all the new applications will be put
into the Gray List by default.
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Encrypt or Decrypt Files Locally Using SFE Utility
The SFE Utility application allows the client device users to decrypt and/or encrypt one or
multiple files locally. When this option is selected in SecureDoc File Encryption settings in
SES console, the SFE Utility option will be available in the Windows context menu.

To encrypt a file:
1. Right-click on the selected file. The SFE Utility option will be displayed in the
Windows context menu.
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2. Select the Encrypt with SFE Utility option. The SecureDoc SFE Utility window
appears:

3. Select the encryption key from the available encryption key from the Encryption
Key drop-down menu.
Note: The SFE Utility application remembers the last
used key and automatically selects it next time.
4. Type the password in the Password filed if the file(s) should be accessible with a
password. (Optional)
Note: A Confirmation password filed is displayed
once you start typing an encryption password. Retype the password.
5. Click Encrypt. The Save File As dialog is displayed if there a single file is selected
for encryption and the Browse for Folder dialog is displayed if multiple files are
selected for encryption. The Last used path is automatically restored and saved
afterwards. The encrypted file is saved in the selected destination. If a file already
exists at the destination location, a confirmation prompt, The destination file
already exists. Do you wish to overwrite it? , is displayed allowing a user a number
of choices:
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Finally, a success message is displayed:

The selected file will be saved in the encrypted form in the chosen
destination.

To decrypt a file:
For the non-SecureDoc protected devices, users are given an option to load a
Keyfile to allow decryption. The SFE Utility application will also ask the user
to provide a valid password for the Keyfile. Users are not required to load it
initially, the SFE Utility application will prompt a user to load it when certain
a file fails to decrypt due to the absence of an encryption key.
1. Right-click on the selected file. The SFE Utility option will be
displayed in the Windows context menu.
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2. Select the Encrypt with SFE Utility option. The SecureDoc SFE
Utility window appears:

Note: If the encrypted file is being
decrypted on non-SecureDoc protected
device, then the user will be prompted to
load a key file:
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3. Click Decrypt. The Save File As dialog is displayed if there a single
file is selected for decryption and the Browse for Folder dialog is
displayed if multiple files are selected for decryption. The Last used
path is automatically restored and saved afterwards. The decrypted
file is saved in the selected destination. If a file already exists at the
destination location, a confirmation prompt, The destination file
already exists. Do you wish to overwrite it? , is displayed allowing a
user a number of choices:

The SFE Utility application decrypts a file by using the available keys and/or
password.
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Introduction
This section explains the usage of SecureDoc CloudSync (SDC) using the SES Management Console, as well
as the local SDC client application. SDC is a policy to enforce folder encryption on local cloud storage
folders.

SDC Key Points
The following will explain the key points surrounding the SDC policy:
• SecureDoc CloudSync requires a license. By default, 35 licenses are automatically
available in SES.
• SecureDoc CloudSync Encryption must be enabled in the Windows Profile in SES Console.
• SecureDoc CloudSync must be installed on top of an existing SecureDoc client. The SDC
client application is separate from the SecureDoc client installer.
• SDC is recommended for protecting information that resides in cloud storage folders. It’s
not recommended for any other local folders. SD Folder Encryption (SFE) should be used
when wanting to encrypt local folders, i.e. environment variable folders.
• SecureDoc CloudSync application should NOT be used on any other folder than Cloud
Providers (e.g. Dropbox). Even though the SD Cloud application prevents encrypting the
system-reserved folders (e.g. Documents, Desktop, etc.) locally (as well when the folder
policy is received from SES), yet NOT all the system-reserved folders are restricted. The
device may hang if the system-reserved folders are used in the policies.
• SDC confirms the cloud storage folder path that is to be encrypted, and then automatically
creates a “linked folder”. This is a newly-created folder that acts as a mirror to the original
folder.
IMPORTANT: Users must make changes to the files from the linked folders only, as working on the files
from the original folder, i.e. changing the cipher text, will corrupt the files.
• The contents of the original cloud storage folder are always encrypted. This ensures that
all files synchronizing to the cloud (Internet) remain encrypted. Note that the linked folder
is NOT encrypted, thus data can be seen if the device is shared among users.
• Encryption is only completed on the device where SDC is installed. If changes are made to
the contents of a cloud storage folder through the cloud provider’s own tools
(Internet/web-based) or through another device having access to the cloud folder, those
new or changed files will remain in plain text until the device running SDC connects and
synchronizes with these files.
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SecureDoc CloudSync Limitations
Note: Some of the following limitations will be fixed in the future releases.
• SDC doesn’t support the smart file features of OneDrive, i.e. where files can be used in
both online and offline modes.
• Once a policy has been created, it cannot be modified, i.e., change folder name,
encryption key or password, etc.
• SES applied policies cannot be removed locally, but user-defined polices can be removed.
• User should NOT add files using the cloud provider’s web browser, as these files will not be
encrypted until they are synchronized locally to the SDC client. When the files are being
encrypted and/or modified, these files will be in use locally on different devices, thus
conflicting files will be created in the cloud provider folder.

Configuring Encryption Keys in SES
Similar to SecureDoc File Encryption (SFE), it is important to ensure encryption keys are distributed
appropriately to SDC clients in order to share encrypted data (or keep encryption private to the user).
The same key distribution should be considered for SDC as it also applies to other encryption policies,
e.g. SFE, RMCE, etc.
Please keep in mind the following key distribution options / scenarios for SDC users:
1. Personal keys
2. Group keys

Setting up Environment
1. Install a cloud provider application (e.g. Dropbox) on the client device(s).
2. Under the Dropbox, create the sub-folders that will be encrypted during these tests, i.e. Work_
Folder, Images, Corporate_Data.
3. Create profile for Windows device in SES console. Make sure the “Enable SecureDoc CloudSync
Encryption” option is enabled.
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4. Save the profile.

Installing SD CloudSync on Client Devices
Pre-requisites
When installing SecureDoc CloudSync the following will be required:
• SecureDoc CloudSync must be installed on top of an existing SecureDoc client. The SDC
client application is separate from the SecureDoc client installer. Please be sure to have
the SDC installation package ready before testing.
• The SecureDoc client must be version 7.1 or higher.
Installing SDC is as simple as installing the SDCloud.exe on top of the 7.1 SecureDoc client.
Run through the InstallShield Wizard accepting all defaults and agreements and finally click the Install
button.
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After the installation is complete, reboot the device.
Note: The device restart is required to fully activate the SecureDoc CloudSync
features. The Redirect to Linked Folder functionality will not work until a reboot has
been performed.

Configuring SDC Policies in SES
Administrators can create and manage SDC policies through the SES Management Console. A new section
within SES Console was created for this purpose.SecureDoc CloudSync application should NOT be used on
any other folder than Cloud Providers (e.g. Dropbox). Even though the SD Cloud application prevents
encrypting the system-reserved folders (e.g. Documents, Desktop, etc.) locally (as well when the folder
policy is received from SES), yet NOT all the system-reserved folders are restricted. The device may
hang if the system-reserved folders are used in the policies.
Note: SDC will only support local folders, and cannot be used to manage network
shares.

Creating SDC Policies
To create an SDC policy:
1. Open the SFE Policies tab in SES Console.
2. Right-click anywhere in the working area and select Create SFE Policy.
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3. Select the SecureDoc CloudSync policy option.

• The SDC policy template will appear.

4. In the File location groupbox, click on the browse button located beside the Local Folder field to
select the predefined list of folders.
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5. Click the drop-down list to select predefined variable definitions.
6. Define sub-folder (Optional). This will be the actual folder that becomes encrypted locally on
the client. If no sub-folders are selected, the entire cloud storage folder will be encrypted. This
can be used when organizations wish to protect all files from being accessed outside of the
organization.
Note: The folder path listed in the policy MUST exist on the client device. If the folder
doesn’t exist, the policy won’t be enforced until the specified folder has been created.
7. In the Properties groupbox, click the browse button located beside the Encryption Key field to
display a list of available keys. The Select Keys screen appears.
Note: The encryption key can be configured in the policy and MUST be available in the
local user’s key file in order for the encryption to be successful. For most cases, the
user’s personal key will be used with the SDC policy (as the purpose is to protect user’s
individual files). However, Group keys can also be applied if planning to share folder
data among groups of users.

8. Select the intended / suitable encryption key from the list (e.g. Dropbox).
9. In the Linked folder field, enter the desired name (e.g.: Work_Folder_Alias) for the linked folder.
A folder of the desired name will be created locally, i.e. My Documents. This will be the folder
users access to modify and use the files from the original folder.
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Note: It is recommended to call the linked folder the same name
as the original folder. This name will appear on the SDC system
icon for easy access to the folder.

10. Click the Save button to complete the Policy. The new policy will then appear in the SES console.

Deploying SDC Policies to Client Devices
The SES Administrator is required to push the policy down to the devices.
Note: Once the policy is created, it cannot be changed or modified. If any changes
must be made, a new policy will have to be created.

Method 1 - Deploying SDC policies to the Devices through Groups
1. In SES console, create an encryption key that will be used for testing, i.e., Secure_Data key.
2. Make sure that the user account is in SES database. If not, add this user.
3. Assign the encryption key, i.e., Secure_Data key to the user.
4. Create a group, i.e., “Dropbox”.
5. Add a group key, i.e., “Dropbox” to the group.
6. Add user to this group.
7. Add the device to this group.

Method 2 - Deploying SDC policies to the Devices
1. Click the Devices tab in SES console.
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2. Select the device to which you want to deploy the policy.
3. Right-click on the selected device.
4. Select the Add folder policy to device option. The Select Folder Policy screen appears.
5. Select the SDC policy to be deployed.
6. Click OK. The policy will be queued to be sent to the device during the next communication
between the endpoint device and SDConnex. When accepted by the client, the SDC policy in SES
console will change from Policy Undeployed to Policy Deployed.

Note: If SDC policies are pushed to SD clients without the Windows version of SDC
having been installed, the policies will be saved locally but will not be applied, and no
error messages will appear. Upon SDC being installed on the computer, the policies
will automatically be applied.

SDC Client Encrypts the Folder
When the SD client receives the SDC policy from SES, the following processes will begin immediately,
and will not be visible to the user on the computer:
1. SDC will create a new folder called SecureDoc CloudSync directly under the My Documents folder
on the client device. This folder will then contain all linked folders created for SDC policies.
a. The linked folder will be created based on the original policy folder.
b. All files and sub-folders will automatically be copied into the linked folder
from the original folder.
c. The primary folder wil then be encrypted (including all sub-folders and
files)
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i. Users will (and should NOT) use the files within this folder
ii. If users access the original cloud storage folder, the files will only
open in an encrypted format. The contents cannot be seen and should
not be changed. If users change the contents within an encrypted file,
it could render the file corrupted.
d. After the process is complete, there are no messages to the users
indicating the status. The linked folder is now ready to be used.
Note: Read-only files cannot be encrypted using SDC. These files will remain in plain
text and can be vulnerable.

SDC tray icon menu
The tray icon menu displays a list of the existing configured SDC folders.

Viewing the existing SDC configured folders
1. Right-click on the SDC tray icon located in the system tray. The SDC icon menu appears.

2. Click on the selected folder to open.

SDC Client configuration window
The SecureDoc CloudSync Configuration window at the Client level displays a list of SES-defined (greycolored) policies and user-defined properties (black color).
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Encrypting cloud storage folders with SD CloudSync
The context extension menu in Windows Explorer adds options that allow users to encrypt a cloud folder
with SD CloudSync.
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Important points to note
• SDC is not designed to support encryption on the following folders:
• System drive
• Program Files location and below
• Windows root folder and below
• User’s desktop
• User home root directory
• “<My Documents>\SecureDoc CloudSync” directory, which holds all “linked”
folders named by their Aliases. This location is always excluded from SDC
operations since it preserved as the home of the “linked” folders, where
unencrypted data resides.
• Users can select other locations to encrypt. If users elect to encrypt a folder which is
outside of their profile, a prompt will display advising users not to encrypt folders outside
of their own profile area(s).

Encrypting user-defined cloud storage folder
There are two methods to encrypt a cloud-storage folder.
Method 1
1. Right-click on the desired cloud-storage folder (e.g. Images).
2. Select the Encrypt with SD Cloud option. The Encrypt with SD Cloud window appears.
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3. In the Linked Folder field, enter the desired linked folder. A folder by this name will be created
under My Documents ->SecureDoc CloudSync -> <Google Drive>.
4. Select the desired encryption key from the Encryption key drop-down list.
5. Click the Set password button to enable the use of a password to access encrypted files from SD
Windows, iOS, and/or Android cloud viewer. (Optional). The Set password window is displayed,
permitting the user to define the password to be used.
1. In the Set password window, select the Enable password-based access checkbox.
2. Enter and confirm the password (Note: Your password must be at least five characters
long)
6. Click OK.
7. Click the Encrypt Folder button. A confirmatory prompt advising that the folder was successfully
encrypted is displayed.
8. Click OK. The linked folder can be accessed from SDC icon in the system tray.
Note: If users attempt to access this folder directly, a security
feature will redirect the Windows Explorer session away from it
and to the un-encrypted “linked” folder associated with it; An
overlay message will appear in the title bar of the Windows
Explorer panel (See Fig below) indicating that this has happened.
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Note: The redirection functionality to will not work properly if the device
restart has not been performed after installing the SecureDoc CloudSync
application.
• Clicking on the overlay message will expand it to provide more details on its purpose and
use.
• Clicking the Return button will force display the content of the encrypted folder.
IMPORTANT: The contents of the Encrypted folder should not normally be tampered with,
and individual files in the Encrypted folder should not be altered. Altering the crypto-text
inside an encrypted file will corrupt the file.
Method 2
1. From the SDC icon menu, select the Configuration option. The SecureDoc CloudSync
Configuration window appears.
2. Click Encrypt another folder button. The Browse For Folder window appears.
3. Select a cloud folder to encrypt from the displayed list.

4. Click OK. The Encrypt with SD Cloud window appears.
5. Follow the steps 3 to 8 described in Method 1.
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Note: If the selected folder is already encrypted, or an existing
SDC policy linked folder exists, the SDC will prompt the user of
the conflict..

Decrypting user- defined cloud storage folder
User can remove the policy from the folder and decrypt all the files from the original folder.
Note: SES-defined SDC policies cannot be removed and decrypted.
1. To decrypt, click on the SDC icon in the Windows taskbar. The SDC tray icon menu appears.

2. Click on Configuration. The SecureDoc CloudSync Configuration window appears.

3. Select the user-defined SDC policy that you want to decrypt.
4. Click the Decrypt button. A confirmation prompt will appear.
5. Click Yes on the prompt panel. After the completion of decryption, a message will appear
advising the decryption process was completed successfully. The original folder is now decrypted
and the linked folder is deleted. Users can now use the original folder as usual.
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Note: Files are now in plain text and not protected. To reapply
the SDC policy, right-click on the folder and click the Encrypt with
SD Cloud option.

Sharing SDC protected folders with other SDC users
There are three scenarios that describe how users can share a SecureDoc CloudSync encrypted folder:
• User has the same cloud provider application installed
• User does not have the cloud provider application installed
• Users does not have the same encryption key

User has the same cloud provider application installed
For cases where SDC users want to share encrypted files, and both users have the same cloud application
installed locally, the sharing process is quite easy.
Note: Both users must have the same encryption key.

Sharing SDC encrypted folder
1. Using the web-based access tools for the selected Cloud service provider (Dropbox shown below
for illustration), select the SDC encrypted folder (e.g. Dropbox) that you want to share with
another user.
2. Use the facilities built into the web-based access tool to share this encrypted folder with the
other user.

• The other user will have now access to the shared folder within their cloud storage folder.
Note: The files will be available to the shared-to user in encrypted form at this point.
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Viewing the shared SDC encrypted files
Once the folders are shared, the other user(s) will have to apply the SDC policy in order to decrypt and
view the files.
1. Right-click the shared folder and select the Import encrypted SecureDoc CloudSync folder
option.

• The SDC policy will be applied for the new user(s) and the linked folder will be created.
Decrypted copies of the encrypted files stored in the cloud will be created in the linked
folder. The user can now access and modify files within the linked folder, and all changes
made there will automatically be encrypted into, and synchronized to the cloud storage
folder and then to the cloud.
Note: If the other user does not have the same encryption key as was used to encrypt
the files originally, the import will fail.
2. If desired, edit the files. These changed files will be sync’d to the cloud in encrypted form and
then other users will receive all file changes from the user in their own linked folder (in
encrypted form) into the “original” folder sync’d to the cloud, then decrypted into their own
“linked” folder.
IMPORTANT: At all times, files in the cloud will be encrypted using this method.

User does not have the cloud provider application installed
If SDC users want to share encrypted files, but the recipient user does not have the SecureDoc CloudSync
application installed (in other words, both users ONLY use the web-based functionality to access files in
the cloud), the following steps will be performed.
Note: Both users must have the same encryption key.
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IMPORTANT: Where files are added to a Cloud storage provider, and then are subsequently encrypted,
most Cloud providers offer version control on files uploaded to the cloud. This means that, while the
encrypted version of a given file is well-protected, there may exist an older version that is not
encrypted. The safest option is to upload only already-encrypted versions of documents, and wherever
possible to avoid uploading sensitive files or documents directly to the cloud precisely because of the
version control facilities of most Cloud providers.

Sharing SDC encrypted folders
1. Select the SDC encrypted folder (e.g. Dropbox) you want share with another user.
2. Share the folder with the other user.

Viewing the shared SDC encrypted folders
Once the files are shared, the other user(s) will have to apply the SDC policy in order to
view/modify the shared folders.
1. Download the shared folder to your local computer.
2. Right-click and select the Import encrypted SecureDoc CloudSync folder option.

• SDC on the computer will automatically read the SDC policy and create the
linked/link folder. The user will now be able to read and use the encrypted files
in the linked/linked folder:
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Note: If the other user does not have the same encryption key as was
used to encrypt the files originally, the import will fail.
• If desired, modify files in the linked folder. These files will be copied from the
linked folder and stored in encrypted form in the original folder. The files will
be synchronized to the first user’s local cloud folder and then into the
linked/linked folder where it will be accessible.

Users do not have the same encryption key
Some files will be password-protected, so these can be opened directly from within the
cloud-synchronized folder and then saved in clear-text form elsewhere (e.g. into the
“linked” folder, through which the file will be re-encrypted with the user’s own Key and
then re-synchronized to the Cloud in encrypted form, protected by the user’s own Key).
If a user has neither the correct encryption key available, nor knows the password (if any)
that protects the file, the user will not be able to access the contents of that file in
decrypted format.

Sharing and viewing encrypted files with Android devices
Encrypted files saved in cloud storage folders can be authenticated and viewed using Android devices.
For further details on how to install the Android File Viewer application and then to use it to access and
view the SDC-encrypted files, refer to "SecureDoc File Viewer for Android" on page 98 .

Sharing and viewing encrypted files on non-SDC Windows computers
Users of computers that are not running SDC can still access and view the contents of encrypted files if
they download and install the SecureDoc FileViewer application for the Windows platform.
For further details on how to install the SecureDoc File Viewer application for Windows, and then use it
to view the SDC encrypted files, refer to "SecureDoc File Viewer for Windows" on page 116 .

Sharing and viewing encrypted files with iOS devices
Encrypted files saved in cloud storage folders can be authenticated and viewed using iOS devices.
For further details on how to install the IOS File Viewer application and then to use it to access and view
the SDC-encrypted files, refer to "SecureDoc File Viewer for iOS" on page 110 .
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Introduction
The File Viewer application enables you to decrypt files that have been encrypted using SecureDoc
CloudSync application. SecureDoc users are able to share encrypted files (transmitted as email
attachments, stored on USB media or CDs/DVDs) externally with non-SecureDoc systems.

SecureDoc File Viewer for Android
The following document will explain how to install and use SecureDoc’s Android File Viewer Application.
The application provides users the ability to connect to and read encrypted files within Cloud
Applications.
Note: Some screenshots included in this document were taken from Android smart
phones and others from an Android Tablet in portrait mode. Both platforms are
supported.

Installing SecureDoc on Android Platform
The SecureDoc File Viewer application can be downloaded and installed from
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.winmagic.file.viewer.android

Running the Application for the First Time
Once SecureDoc is installed on the Android device, launch the SecureDoc File Viewer application using
the icon on the display. The user is required to first setup the personal Passcode, to be used for personal
authentication to the application.
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Note: This Passcode will only provide access to the SD File Viewer application, but it is
not used to authenticate to encrypted files.

Define Pass Code that protects Access to Encrypted Cloud services application
Before beginning the configuration of the SecureDoc File Viewer application, the user is required to set
or define a personal Passcode that will protect access to the SecureDoc File Viewer application, ensuring
that only valid users of the Android device can access SecureDoc-protected information stored in the
Cloud.
Enter and confirm your personal Passcode in the login.

Once the Passcode has been set and confirmed, the user will be presented with a new panel that will be
used to set up one or more cloud providers.

Add Cloud Service Definitions
The user will immediately see Dropbox.At the SecureDoc File Viewer for Android launch late in 2014,
only Dropbox will be supported for access from within the SecureDoc File Viewer for Android. Support for
additional cloud providers will follow in future versions. However, encrypted files from other cloud
provider solutions can be used by using the SecureDoc File Viewer by using “Open with”.
Note: To link to additional Cloud Service Providers at a later point, the user can
simply click on the Settings option.
A list of available Cloud Service Providers will be shown.
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Tap or click on the provider icon (Dropbox shown) to choose the Cloud Service Provider to which to
connect, as shown in Figure 3, above:
A new panel will appear through which the users will define how the application should authenticate to
the Cloud Service Provider (e.g. .Dropbox) on their behalf.

Instructing File Viewer to access a Cloud Service Provider
Enter your login credentials for your existing Cloud storage provider in the fields shown in the figure
below.
1. Tap to select, and then enter the required information for Email and Password, then tap on “Sign
in”, as shown in the figure below.
If you wish to setup a new account to be used with SecureDoc File Viewer, then tap on “Create an
Account”.
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Having now successfully logged into the Cloud Storage provider’s account, the new Cloud Storage
provider (e.g.Dropbox) reference will be available under Settings.

Since the security to protect access to the new cloud provider have not yet been set, simply tap on the
provider in the list to access the settings. A new Settings panel will open.
Also, where needing to change settings for any existing Service Provider at some later point, or to add a
connection to a currently un-connected Service Provider, the Settings area provides access to the
following functional settings:

Settings

Several types of settings can be managed from this panel:
• Cloud Services - allows for the configuration of connections to additional Cloud Service
Providers
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• SES Connection – allows the User to define how this application will communicate with an
SES server to fetch Encryption keys dynamically
• Change Passcode – permits the user to change the Passcode through which he
authenticates to this application
• About SecureDoc – displays version and copyright information about this application.

Cloud Services
Defining a link to a Cloud Service Provider
The Cloud Services option permits definition of new Cloud Services, and access to existing Cloud Service
configurations. This page allows users to define a new linkage or to break an existing linkage to a cloud
service provider.
Tap on one of the cloud providers shown.

A new panel will appear:
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If this Android device already has a client link/relationship to the selected Cloud provider, the
SecureDoc File Viewer will detect that. The first option (“Allow”) will simply complete the connection
between the Cloud Provider using existing Cloud Credentials.
Alternatively, the user can choose to use a diSFErent account – which (if tapped) will open up a browser
session through which the user will set up or log into an account at the selected Service Provider.
Once defined and connected-to, these are the supported cloud services for the File Viewer. Other cloud
services can be added later by returning to this option.
Breaking the link to a Cloud Service Provider
Note: To break an existing link to a Cloud Service Provider account, simply go back
into the Cloud Services option panel and tap on “Unlink” which will appear to the right
of the existing Cloud Service providers.
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.A confirmation message will appear, asking you to confirm that you wish to unlink from that service.
Click OK to continue, or Cancel to retain the link to that service

SES Connection
This page allows the user to setup the connection information to the company’s SES environment,
through which Key Files can be automatically retrieved. An example of this is shown in the figure below.
The benefit of having the SecureDoc Enterprise server provide key files is that it allows transparent
access to encrypted files, removing the need to enter passwords file by file.

The data to be entered in this panel are:
User Name: Enter your SES User Account name
Password: Enter your SES User Account Password.
Note: The User ID and Password might be synchronized to your Domain Credentials,
or they may be diSFErent. Your company’s SES Administrator will define the Security
model for SES access in your organization.
Server: Enter the IP address or Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the SES SDConnex Server that
will be handling Key requests. Your company’s SES Administrator will provide information on how to fill
this out.
Port: Enter the communication port number on which the Server mentioned above will be accepting
inbound requests. This will normally be 7300 (the default value), though this may have been changed by
the SES Administrator. Your company’s SES Administrator will provide information on how to fill this out.
Tap on “Connect to SES” to complete the connection.

Change Passcode
Tapping or clicking on Change Passcode option will prompt the user to set a new passcode, and to
confirm the new passcode entered, using a numeric onscreen keyboard. Tap on the “Next” button to
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advance from prompt to prompt.

Once the new Passcode has been entered and confirmed, tap on “Apply”.
NOTE:
• This Passcode acts as a login Personal Identification Number (PIN), used to authenticate to
the SD Cloud application itself.
• The Passcode entered here diSFErs from:
• the authentication used to access any given Cloud Provider
• the Credentials required to connect to SES for Key delivery

About SecureDoc
This last option simply shows a panel providing information on the Version Number and Build information
relating to the version of SecureDoc File Viewer you are using, as in the following picture.
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Accessing files from the Cloud Providers
Launch the SD File Viewer application, and click on the Cloud Storage provider account (e.g Dropbox) to
launch the SDCoud connection to that provider. Note the “Unlink” option, it this permits breaking the
connection to the specified Cloud Service Provider.
Since you had earlier defined and stored the Passcode through which you access the contents of your
storage on this Cloud provider’s site, there’s no need to authenticate again.

Once into the Cloud Storage folder view, browse the Cloud storage folder structure by swiping to scroll
up or down, and tapping/clicking on folders to drill down into them until you find the file you wish to
view or access:
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Note: To go up a folder level, tap/click on the icon that has an up-arrow symbol
(shaped somewhat like ^ ), as shown in Figure 14, below. Also in the figure below, you
can also see that the folder above is identified with just a / (forward-slash) character,
which indicates that (in this example) going up one folder level will return the user to
the “root” folder (there are no folders accessible above the “root” folder).

Having located the desired file, tap/click on the file to open it.
Upon attempting to open the selected file, if the file was encrypted such that it allows for passwordauthenticated access, the SecureDoc File Viewer will prompt the user to enter the password associated
with the encryption key that protects that file.
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Note: One, many, or even all files might be protected by the same key and therefore
the same password.

If, on the other hand, the file is not encrypted the SecureDoc File Viewer application will simply open
the document with the appropriate viewer for that file type.
Note: Once the integration with SecureDoc Enterprise Server is complete, where the
SecureDoc File Viewer is able to ask for and receive the Key that protects the specific
file being opened, then the necessary key will be downloaded from SES and used to
decrypt the chosen file.

Opening Files indirectly using the SecureDoc CloudSync Viewer
The SecureDoc File Viewer application can also be used in an indirect sense – as a “helper” application
where you are accessing documents directly using the Cloud access tools available for the iOS platform
from the various Cloud Service Providers.
In such a case, assuming you have used such a tool, and it has tried to open an encrypted document
using the built-in viewer within the Cloud provider’s access tool for Android, you will see something like
the image shown below:
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Here the data is shown in crypto-text, and is unintelligible without something to decrypt it.
To view the file in clear text:
1. Choose the SecureDoc™ File Viewer option.
• Scenario 1: You will be able to view the file in clear text, if:
a. there’s a currently-open SecureDoc File Viewer application
running, and
b. it’s already linked to a Key File, and
c. the key that encrypted this file is within that Key File
• Scenario 2: If you are NOT able to view the file in clear text. A prompt will
appear.
i. Enter the password that protects the key (that in turn protects
the file).
Here the data is shown in crypto-text, and is unintelligible without something to decrypt it.
To view the file in clear text:
1. Tap on the Open In… option.
2. In the submenu displayed, tap on the Open in SecureDoc option. There are two possible scenarios:
Scenario 1: You will be able to view the file in clear text, if:
a. there’s a currently-open SecureDoc File Viewer application
running, and
b. it’s already linked to a Key File, and
c. the key that encrypted this file is within that Key File
Scenario 2: If you are NOT able to view the file in clear text. A prompt will appear.
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i. Enter the password that protects the key (that in turn protects
the file).
If you had opted to display the file in one of the other reader options directly, the crypto-text would
have been shown, which is not in human-readable form.

SecureDoc File Viewer for iOS
This document explains how to install and use SecureDoc iOS File Viewer application. This application
provides users the ability to connect to and read encrypted files within the Cloud applications.

Installing SecureDoc File Viewer
Search for SecureDoc File Viewer in App store, download and install this application in the same way
that any iOS application is installed.

Using SecureDoc File Viewer
Running SecureDoc File Viewer Application for the first time
Once SecureDoc File Viewer is installed on the iOS device, perform the following steps:
1. Tap on the SecureDoc File Viewer application icon. The SecureDoc File Viewer application will
open.
2. Enter and confirm a 4-digit Passcode that will be used to protect access to the application. You
will be prompted to connect to a Cloud Service Provider.
Note: This Passcode will only provide access to the SD Cloud
application. It is not used to authenticate to encrypted files.
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3. Add one or more Cloud Service Providers by tapping on the Tap to add Cloud Services tab. A list
of available Cloud Service Providers is displayed.

Note: If it is necessary to link to additional Cloud Service
Providers at a later point, you can simply click on the Settings
option and select Cloud Services.
4. Select the Cloud Service Provider from the list by tapping on the Link option.
5. Tap on the Use a diSFErent account tab in the access panel to set up the initial rights to access
the selected Cloud Service Provider.
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Note: If your device is already connected to a provider (e.g.
Dropbox), tap on the desired provider, and then in the access
panel for that provider tap on “Allow”.
6. Tap to select, and then enter the required information for Email and Password.

7. Tap on the Sign-in button. You will be connected to the selected Cloud Provider.

Changing settings for Existing Cloud Service Provider
Where needing to change settings for any existing Service Provider, or to add a connection to a currently
un-connected Cloud Service Provider, the Settings area provides access to the following functional
settings.

Cloud Services
The Cloud Services option allows you to define the linkage or to break an existing linkage to one or more
of your cloud service accounts.
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SES Connections
This option allows you to set up the connection information to the company’s SES environment, through
which Key Files can be automatically retrieved.
The benefit of having the SecureDoc Enterprise server provide key files is that it allows transparent
access to encrypted files, removing the need to enter passwords on a file by file basis each time you
wish to access an encrypted file.

User Name – The user name entered must be that of the owner of the iOS device and must already exist
in the organization’s SES environment.
PASSWORD – The password entered must match the existing password already assigned to this user in the
SES environment.
SERVER – Enter the IP address that resolves the SDConnex server from the SES environment.
PORT – Enter the Port Number that resolves the SDConnex server from the SES environment.
Note: You will require the connection information from an SES administrator.
After the credentials have been entered, (User Name, Password) and the connection defined for the
server (Server and Port information), the connection will be established by tapping on “Connect to SES”.
If there are any problems in completing the connection, the user will see appropriate error messages.
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Note: Once logged out of the File Viewer application, the key file will be removed
from the device and you need to connect to SES again in order to regain access to the
Key File.

Change Passcode
This option allows you to change the login PIN to the SD Cloud application.
Note: This PIN is not used to authenticate to encrypted files.

Note: In this version, if you forget your Passcode, the only way to resolve that is to
uninstall and then re-install this product.

Accessing Encrypted Files
1. Open the Cloud Provider application to view available files. The files will appear as normally.

2. Double tap on the file you wish to decrypt and read. Once the file is decrypted, you will be able
to perform regular functions, i.e. email and print. File attachments will be sent in plain text.
Note: If you do not have the key, and the file is protected by a
password, a prompt will appear. Entering a valid password will
decrypt and provide the file contents for read only view.
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Note: If you logged into your key file, and that key file contains the correct encryption
key for a given file, then that file will automatically open and its contents can be
viewed, without the need to enter a password.

Note: If you do not have the required key in the key file, but does know the password
that protects the file, then you can enter the password and gain access to the file.

Note: If you do not know the password, then you cannot access that file.

Accessing Encrypted Files through File Viewer
The SecureDoc FileViewer application can also be used in an indirect sense – as a “helper” application
where you are accessing documents directly using the Cloud access tools available for the iOS platform
from the various Cloud Service Providers.
In such a case, assuming you have used such a tool, and has tried to open an encrypted document using
the built-in viewer within the Cloud provider’s access tool for iOS, you will see something like the image
shown below:

Here the data is shown in crypto-text, and is unintelligible without something to decrypt it.
To view the file in clear text:
1. Tap on the Open In… option.
2. In the submenu displayed, tap on the Open in SecureDoc option. There are two possible
scenarios:
• Scenario 1: You will be able to view the file in clear text, if:
a. there’s a currently-open SecureDoc FileViewer application running, and
b. it’s already linked to a Key File, and
c. the key that encrypted this file is within that Key File
• Scenario 2: If you are NOT able to view the file in clear text. A prompt will appear.
i. Enter the password that protects the key (that in turn protects the file).
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Using the FileViewer as a helper application in this way, you remain within the sphere of control of the
Cloud provider’s viewer application (SecureDoc File Viewer for iOS is only decrypting the file and
returning the decrypted result to the viewer), following which you can email the decrypted file or
perform any of the other functions available.

SecureDoc File Viewer for Windows
The File Viewer Windows application enables you to decrypt files that have been encrypted using
SecureDoc CloudSync application. SecureDoc users are able to share encrypted files (transmitted as
email attachments, stored on USB media or CDs/DVDs) externally with non-SecureDoc systems.

Information about Encrypting Information “in the Cloud”
It is very important to note that files to be stored “in the cloud” that can be accessed by File Viewer will
be encrypted by a SecureDoc client that is also running SDC – SecureDoc CloudSync.
Until such a client connects to and subsequently encrypts any new files in the target cloud folder, there
will be a period of time during which any file added by anyone else to the same folder in the cloud will
not be encrypted.
To avoid this and to ensure maximum security of the documents, the ideal is to ensure that all files are
only added by a SecureDoc client running SFE so they will be automatically encrypted from the outset.
This can be thought of as a “publishing model”, where encrypted data is published securely by certain
sources, and then “consumed” by other users through the various File Viewer applications.

Installing SecureDoc File Viewer
To install the SecureDoc File Viewer for Windows:
1. Right-click on the SDFile Viewer (Win) install executable.
2. Choose Run as administrator. The User Account Control window appears.
TIP: It is recommended to run the executable as Administrator to ensure that the correct rights and
privileges are applied as the installation progresses, and primarily so that the application can be
installed to be used by all users of the Windows machine.
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Note: If you lack the permissions to run as administrator, it is still possible to
continue the installation of this product by double-clicking on it, though it will be
installed specifically for your own use.
3. Click Yes. The SDCoudViewer InstallShield Wizard window appears.
4. Click Next.
5. Read the License Agreement and select the acceptance radio button.
6. Click Next.
7. In the Customer Information screen, enter the user name and organization (optional).In the
Install this application for section:
i. Select the Anyone who uses this computer (all users) option if you
are running the installer as an Administrator.
ii. Select the Only for me option if you are NOT running the installer as an
Administrator.

8. Click Next.
9. Click the Install button. The product will be installed, after which a completion message panel
will appear.
10. Click Finish.
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Using SecureDoc File Viewer
Running SecureDoc File Viewer Application for the first time
The File Viewer is a context menu driven application. You will right-click on the files to decrypt and
launch the File Viewer application.
1. Browse to the folder containing the encrypted files.
2. Right-click on the file(s).

3. Select Decrypt with SD File Viewer. The SecureDoc File Viewer console will open. The
selected file(s) will appear in this console.
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4. Click the browse button located beside the Save in folder field. The Browse For Folder window
appears.
5. Select the folder into which the saved decrypted file(s) is to be saved.
6. Select the Show files in folder after decryption checkbox to instruct the decryption process to
open an Explorer window into the destination directory after the files have been decrypted. This
ease-of-use feature allows you to immediately use or work on those files.(Optional)
7. In the Decryption Method groupbox, use one of the two radio buttons to choose whether to
decrypt using a Password, or using a Key File you have received.
Note: Where a given file has not been protected using a direct
password, you must use a Key File in order to have the key
available that protects that file. Where used, the Key File must
also be authenticated-to using a password.
8. If using a password, type the authorized password in the Password field.
9. If using a Key File, use the browse button located beside the Keyfile Path field to browse to the
location where the Key File is located.
Note: If some of the files had been protected by a diSFErent
password, or if the selected key file does not contain each of the
encryption keys used to encrypt the selected files, decryption of
those files will fail. In such a case, you would need to re-select
just those files and enter the password appropriate to them, or
authenticate to the key file that contains the keys used to protect
them.
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10. Click the Decrypt button. The files will be decrypted into the selected folder. If the Show files in
folder after decryption option had been enabled, a Windows Explorer panel will open
automatically to show the destination folder contents.
Note: The original encrypted files will remain intact in the
original folder, and in their original encrypted form.

Known Limitations
• Users cannot re-encrypt files with the SecureDoc File Viewer application.
• Users must move files back into encrypted folders to secure them again (e.g. after
changing a document that had originally been encrypted).
• There can be an indeterminate time between when files are placed into
encrypted folder before they are downloaded/encrypted and re-uploaded by a
client device running SDC.
• This means that files may remain in plain text form until SDC and SFE encrypts
them.
• There are minimal options available in viewer application.
• No support for other languages – File Viewer is available initially in English only.
• Users must know which files are encrypted, and which are not encrypted - there are no
easily identifiable icons that would help diSFErentiate them.
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Advanced Functions
This chapter lists features that are to be used only under specific circumstances.

Options for Use with WinMagic Technical Support
The following options should be used only in consultation with WinMagic technical support:
• MBR access mode (Boot Control > Advanced Settings > General Settings tab)
• Virtual MBR (Boot Control > Advanced Settings > General Settings tab)
• Special BIOS mode (Boot Control > Advanced Settings > General Settings tab)
• Special Y mode (Boot Control > Advanced Settings > General Settings tab)
• all options on the Advanced Settings tab of the Boot Control screen
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For Users of BlackArmor Devices
Introduction
BlackArmor devices are factory-encrypted. You can use SecureDoc to manage such devices,
complementing the initial password, if any, assigned to the device with one associated with a digital
key.
You can choose to manage BlackArmor devices either automatically or manually:
• Automatic management protects the device with the key you are currently logged on to
SecureDoc with. If you are not using Boot Logon, you must create a key for these purposes
and log in to it for automatic management to work.
• Manual management protects the device with the key of your choice. The most typical
reason for manually managing a device is to share it with others. You may want to create a
shared or group key and use it for such purposes.

Automatic Management
1. Insert the BlackArmor device in the computer. A new screen appears.

2. Click OK. A new screen appears.

3. Enter the MSID (located on the back of the BlackArmor device).
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4. If the device is in the manufactured state (no password has even been assigned), the password
field is disabled.
If the device has been managed by Maxtor, or was managed by SecureDoc but that management
has been removed, enter the most recent password used to manage the device.
5. Click Setup. A confirmation message appears.

Manual Management
1. Insert the BlackArmor device in the computer. A new screen appears.

2. Click Cancel.
3. Open the Encryption Management screen (in the Control Center, click Drive Encryption, then
Encryption Management).
4. Select the BlackArmor device. It will be named HD2, HD3, or something similar (the hard disk is
always named HD1).
5. From the Action list, choose Manage BlackArmor device with key, then choose the
encryption key.
6. Click Start. A new screen appears.

7. Click OK.
8. A new screen appears.
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9. If the device is in the manufactured state (no password has even been assigned), the password
field is disabled.
If the device has been managed by Maxtor, or was managed by SecureDoc but that management
has been removed, enter the most password used to manage the device.
10. Click Setup. A confirmation message appears.

Sharing the BlackArmor Device
If you have used a group key to manage the BlackArmor device, that key can unlock the device on any
SecureDoc computer that received the group key.
To share the device with computers that do not already have the key used to manage it:
1. Copy the key file whose key manages the device to the computers that are to share that device.
2. On each computer that is to share the device, add the key file (see “Adding Users to This Computer”
on page 32)

Using the Managed Device
Once the device has been set up for SecureDoc management, when it is inserted into a SecureDoc
machine where the user is logged in to the key used to manage the device, it is automatically unlocked
(without a password being required). It may be necessary to wait for up to 30 seconds for the device to
be unlocked.
When a SecureDoc-managed device is inserted into a machine without SecureDoc, the password for the
key used to manage the device needs to be entered in the Maxtor Manager screen.
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Handling Unexpected Events
If you attempt to use the BlackArmor device on a machine that does not have SecureDoc on it, you need
to know the password for the device. Since normally SecureDoc simply unlocks the device, you may
have forgotten this password. To solve this issue:
1. Return to the machine with SecureDoc on it and change the password.
2. Return to the machine without SecureDoc on it and insert the device.
3. When prompted, enter the newly created password.
4. SecureDoc will report the name of the key when the device is inserted. For example:

5. Ask your administrator for the key and copy it to your machine, then add it to your computer
(see “Adding Users to This Computer” on page 32).
6. Re-insert the device. It will unlock automatically.

Removing Device from SecureDoc Management
1. Before you begin, be sure you know the password associated with the key file controlling the
device. This may either be the password given when the key was created, or the password as
changed following the procedure above.
2. Open the Encryption Management screen (in the Control Center, click Drive Encryption, then
Encryption Management).
3. Insert the BlackArmor device.
4. Select the device.
5. From the Action list, choose Remove BlackArmor device from SecureDoc
management and click Start.
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6. A confirmation message appears.
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Appendix A: Password Rules
Password Security Policy
The goal of a policy enforced when passwords are created or changed is to prevent certain types of
attack on protected devices. Here are some common attacks:
• Guess Attack — may be successful if personal information like phone number, license plate
number, pet’s name, etc. is used as a password. Such a password may be easily guessed
by anyone who has access to this information.
• Brute Force Attack — may be successful if the password is too short, allowing an attacker
to try all possible combinations in a feasible time.
• Dictionary Attack — may be successful if the password is a word of a real language,
geographical name, name of a person, etc. Modern information technologies provide
capability to find equivalents of such passwords for known authentication mechanisms.
The following rules help prevent these attacks:
• Password must be at least 8 characters long (protects against Brute Force Attack).
• Password must contain at least one character that is a lower-case letter, upper-case letter,
digit, or special character (protects against Brute Force and Dictionary Attacks).
• Password hint feature must be disabled (protects against Guess Attack).
• Self-Help Password Recovery feature must be disabled (protects against Guess Attack).
Configure your password rules and key file options so they enforce this policy.

Password Rules Screen
Password Composition
1. In the Contain at least area, specify the minimum number of characters and type of
characters to be used in a password. Click the arrows or type the appropriate values. Note that:
• numeric characters are the numbers 0 - 9
• non-alphanumeric characters are any character except A - Z, a - z, and 0- 9. Nonalphanumeric characters include #,?, !, @, and so on.
2. In the Contain at most area:
• Specify the maximum number of repeated characters allowed in a password. A value
of 0 means any number of consecutive characters is allowed—for example,
“passssssword” would be allowed. A value of 1 means no consecutive characters are
allowed—for example, “password” would not be allowed. A value of 2 means no more
than two consecutive letters are allowed—for example, the password “passsword”
would not be allowed. However, “PASSsword” would be allowed, because the third “s”
is a different case.
• Specify the maximum number of consecutive characters allowed in common between
the old password and a new one. For example, if you specify a maximum of 2
consecutive characters, and the old password was “PASSWORD”, a new password of
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“WORLDMAP” would not be allowed, because there are three consecutive characters
(“WOR”) in the old and new password. However, “WoRLDMAP” would be allowed,
because the “o” is a different case.

General Options
Use these options to set up password expiry. Causing passwords to expire after a period of time increases
security since it requires passwords to be changed at regular intervals (people tend to choose from a
limited set of possible passwords that may be easily guessed by someone familiar with that person’s
patterns, or may write down or share their password). Setting password expiry options diminishes these
risks.
1. If you are acting as administrator to several users of this computer, to require users to change
their password when they first log on to SecureDoc, check the Change initial password
option. Note that users must have the Modify Password privilege to do this.
2. To set a minimum number of days for which a password must be kept, enter a value in the
Password must be retained for field. You will be prompted for a new password after that
number of days. Alternatively, set Password will expire in and indicate the number of
warning days. You will be prompted for a new password after that number of days. If you also
check the Enforce password expiry option, however, the key file will permanently expire
when its password expires. Uses will need access to a different key file containing the appropriate
encryption key to access media encrypted using the expired key file: use with caution in a singleuser environment.

Password Recovery Options
1. To prevent password hints from being available, check the Disable Password Hint option.
2. Set the minimum total length of characters used in answers to self-help authentication questions
in the For self-help password recovery... field.
3. Set the minimum number of questions a user must answer for self-help password recovery in the
For self-help password recovery... field.

Other Options
1. Set the Maximum number of passwords to be saved in the key file’s password history.
New passwords are checked against the key history file to prevent any duplicates from being
created. For example, if you set the history to 5, any new password cannot have been used in the
past 5 times the password was changed.
2. If you are using token-based key files, enter a value in the After a token-based key file’s
password... field. When doing password recovery on a token-based key file, a password-based
key file is created and used in place of the token-based key file. This option determines how long
the user can use the password determined by this process before having to run password recovery
again or switch to using a token.
Note: The password for the actual token can only be changed after the token is
authenticated and only if the token vendor supports this functionality. Password rule
settings apply to all key files created after the settings have been modified.
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Description

Method 1: Use
Token RSA
Keys

SecureDoc uses the RSA keys on the token to protect the
key files. During login, SecureDoc uses the entered
password to log in to the token. SecureDoc uses the ontoken RSA private key to decrypt and encrypt data.
Note that you can change the token’s password using thirdparty card management or PKI software; SecureDoc does
not have to know that the password has been changed. As
long as the entered password can login to the correct token
with the correct RSA private key, you can log in to
SecureDoc. If the card has been lost and the card
management software can create another card and place
the same encryption RSA keys on it, you can use the new
token to login to the SecureDoc key file.

Method 2:
Token contains
PIN

If the token does not have encryption capability, use this
method. The token is used to store a “strong” PIN of 256
bits, generated randomly at the time of creation. The PIN is
used to access the key file.
During login, SecureDoc uses the entered password to log
in to the token and obtain the PIN stored in the token to
access SecureDoc key files.
This method changes the tokens, thus is not recommended
if the enterprise relies on other third-party card
management or PKI systems to manage tokens.
For password recovery, the key file cannot be recreated.
You need to initialize a new token and create a new key file
including the encryption key used to encrypt the user’s
computer.

Method 3: Use
Certificate on
token

During login, SecureDoc uses the RSA private key on the
token as in method 1.
Unlike in method 1, SecureDoc uses the certificate stored
on the token to perform the RSA public key encryption. The
token must contain the certificate but it doesn't have to
have the public key.
For password recovery, you only need to initialize a new
token, make sure the private key from the MS CA is created
on the card, and give the user the new card. The user can
then restore their old token-based key file because the
token you gave them contains the private key that can
decrypt their original key file.
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Method

Description

Method 4: Use
Certificate on
file

During login, SecureDoc uses the RSA private key on the
token as in method 1.
Unlike in method 1 and 3, SecureDoc uses the certificate
from a file. This token-based key file does not need the
token to be present.
This is the preferred method for creating key files for an
enterprise with PKI systems. A SecureDoc administrator
can create key files for thousands of users without having
to have the tokens or the password to the tokens.
If you use this method, the interface changes to enable you
to browse to the certificate file.

Method 5: Use
Symmetric
Keys

Some tokens can use secret keys instead of RSA keys. You
can use these secret keys to protect the key file as well.
SecureDoc needs the token inserted when creating the key
file. During login, SecureDoc uses the entered password to
log in to the token and uses the on-token secret key to
access the SecureDoc key file.

Method 6: Use
Windows may store certificates in a particular folder. If you
certificate from use this method, users are prompted to chose from the list
Windows Store of certificates stored on their Windows computer.
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Definition

admin key file

A key file with full privileges for an encrypted device,
including the ability to create additional key files.

Algorithm

A detailed sequence of actions to perform some task
(named after a Persian mathematician, Al-Khawarizmi).
Technically, an algorithm must reach a result after a
finite number of steps, thus ruling out brute force search
methods for certain problems. The term is also used
loosely for any sequence of actions which may or may
not terminate.

Auto Login

SecureDoc Client function that requires users to log on to
Boot Logon, after which SecureDoc Client automatically
logs on to the SecureDoc Client Screen Lock and the
Windows Login.

Boot #

Each key file enabled on an individual device is assigned
a number in Boot Control. This number can be used to
select the key file to be used at Boot Logon.

Boot Logon

SecureDoc Client application that authenticates users to
key files before giving them access to an encrypted
device. Also known as “pre-boot authentication prompt”.

Control Center

SecureDoc Client application used on client computers to
perform SecureDoc Client management functions, such
as changing a password.

conversion

Synonym for process of encrypting a full disk.

Crypto-erase

Remove the encryption key from an encrypted device,
rendering it inaccessible. Aka “zeroize”.

disk

Includes local or network disk, RAIDs and magneto
optical drives.

disk access profile

Settings to control or monitor read/write access to both
encrypted and non-encrypted disks.

disk integrity
check

The process that checks the computer’s boot files to
make sure they have not been tampered with, or
corrupted, on boot-up. Depending on the user’s
privileges, the user may or may not be able to proceed if
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disk integrity is in doubt.

emergency disk

Used to restore Boot Logon on a client computer. This
would be necessary if something happens to the
computer’s MBR and Boot Logon is missing, leaving the
computer inaccessible. The files for this disk are
returned from the client computer on receipt of
installation package.The “disk” can be any removable
media except a diskette: USB stick, CD, etc.

encryption key

The mechanism used to encrypt/decrypt a user’s disks or
removable media. Can act on a set of disks, a single
partition, a single disk, etc. Can be assigned to different
users in different forms (e.g. to user A in a key file, to
user B in a smart card, to user C in a USB device, and to
user D in a key file protected by user D’s Entrust profile).
Must be stored in a key file.

fixed disk

See “disk”.

GINA

Graphical Identification and Authentication. SecureDoc
Client replaces Window’s GINA with its own.

key file

Contains the encryption keys, user privileges, password
rules, and other information for a specific user. Can be
stored on a token. Encrypted itself and protected using a
password or token.

MBR

Master Boot Record of a computer.

password hint

A hint to help the user recall their password. Should not
contain the password itself, and should not contain
enough information that someone other than the
authorized user could guess. (For example, “name of
your first pet”.) This option is checked and cleared in
password rules.

Password
Recovery

Process of enabling users with a lost or forgotten
password to regain access to their PC. Once user is
validated through answers to challenge questions, they
can continue to boot and log on to Windows, but are
immediately prompted to specify a new password.

Protection Key

Key that identifies which administrators have
administrative access to which encryption keys.

removable media

Refers to USB/firewall drives, CD/DVDs, flash and SD
cards, and PCMCIA, Jaz and Zip drives.

Screen Lock

SecureDoc Client function that uses a screen saver for
added security. The screen saver requires users to log on
to their key file or, for token-based key files, to insert
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their token, to continue working with the computer.

SED

Self-encrypting hard disk with embedded hardware
encryption functionality. See WinMagic web site for
details on which of these drives are supported.

SecureDoc Client
Control Center

See Control Center

self-help
password
recovery

Function that enables users to recover, without
administrator help, from a lost password or token.

strong password

A password that is difficult for a person or program to
guess. Passwords are made strong by being long (no
shorter than eight characters) and including a mixture of
alphabetic and numeric characters, mixing cases as
desired. It is important to not have a password that
corresponds to a recognizable word or phrase,
particularly a user’s name or login ID. The password also
should be able to be remembered by the user, to avoid
writing passwords down.

token

In security terms, a physical device, such as a “smart
card”.

zeroize

Remove the encryption key from an encrypted device,
rendering it inaccessible. Aka “Crypto-erase”.
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